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Res hall land to change hands
Valerie Kramer
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The decision for a new residence hall at
Franklin and Sarnia streets, has reached the
federal level. The U.S. Congress passed legislation transferring the Army Reserve Center land,
which is federally owned, to the Winona State
University Foundation and two veterans
groups.
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post No. 1287 and
American Legion Post No. 9 are planning to
share the land with the WSU Foundation, a
non-profit organization working to better the
needs of the university. This will allow the
groups to build a new veteran's center and take
over the Army Reserve Center.
The next step is the executive approval of
President Bill Clinton and the signing of the
Military Appropriations Bill. If Clinton
approves the transfer, the next step is gaining
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Drawing and map of the proposed new dormitory and land use at the corner of
Franklin and Sarnia streets.

the support of the city of Winona.
For the past 18 months WSU has been
discussing and working through the process to
obtain this land for a four-story hall which

would house 312 students. The city of Winona
has decided that there must also be 312 parking
stalls on the property to avoid parkingproblems
on the streets of Winona.

Cost of the dorm will be approximately
$10 million, costing the actual university nothing. The WSU Foundation will cover all costs,
excluding taxes. In order for the project to be
tax-free, it must be owned by a non-profit organization. Because the WSU Foundation is a
charitable organization, the university believes
it should be tax-exempt.
However, the city argues that the actual students living in the dorm are not a non-profit
organization. A way the city would help is by
giving aid to lower income students residing in
the new facility. Winona County Assessor
Stephen Hacken used the example of Callista
Court, an assisted-living facility in Winona.
This facility is taxable, but the city assists those
living in the building.
"The rule is taxable, exemptions are exceptions," said Hacken. "We want to be economically viable with taxes in it first."
Nothing is
See Franklin, Page 3

Bomb search finds nothing
A bomb threat called in on
Somsen Hall Monday afternoon
turned out to be a false threat.
According to Joe O'Keefe in
Winona State University's
Communication Office, an
anonymous person called the
Winona Police Department at
3:45 p.m. and said there were
three pipe bombs on the third
floor of Somsen Hall. The
police called Winona State

University Security, who evacuated Somsen.
Security and maintenance
searched the building and found
nothing. The building reopened
at 4:45 p.m. Evening classes
and the lyceum speaker went on
as scheduled. Winona police
were on the scene to assist security and maintenance but no
assistance was needed.

Universities to share
technology grant
Kristen Berns
WINONAN

Winona State University and
Saint Mary's University were
granted $450,000 for students
With visual disabilities to
complete a computer science
major. The schools will share
the money, which was given to
them by the National Science
Foundation.
Jean Francioni, a WSU computer science professor and Ann
Smith, an SMU professor, petitioned the foundation for the
money, and the two will work
together on the project.
Francioni said the main goal
for the project is to let students
with visual disabilities successfully complete a degree in cornputer science. She said that in
computer science students need
to be able to see the programs,
and students who can't see are
not able to learn them. She
wants students interested in
computer science to be able to

major in it and not let their visual disability stop them.
"Since computer science
programs are so visual with
graphs, pictures and diagrams,
we need to figure how to teach
computer science to blind people so they can be programmers
too," said Francioni.
Francioni said that she and
Smith want to create tools for
students with visual disabilities
to learn how to program and
also to help other teachers teach
the students. She also hopes to
be able to help other teachers
communicate to students with
disabilities in other classes
throughout the whole university, not just in computer science
classes. Many teachers create
Web pages with pictures and
charts on them, and students
with disabilities can not read
them. Francioni and Smith hope
to make these pages understandable to students with visual disabilities.
See Blind, Page 4

Lisa M. Sanders/WiNoNAN

`West Wing' actor Brad Whitford showed his support Monday for the rally for women in the Smaug.

Rally held to support women in politics
Maggie Howell
WINONAN

Members
of
the
Democratic Party's Women
on a Roll campaign, who
have been traveling the
country speaking on issues
important to women,
stopped in St. Paul and
Winona Monday. Female
politicians presented their
views on higher education,
environment and college
tuition and urged students
Monday afternoon in the
Smaug to vote.

Mary
Macavoy,
Minnesota
Democratic
Farmer-Labor Party associate chair and facilitator for
the event, proclaimed that
now was the time for women
to "take back the House of
Representatives."
She persuaded audience
members to vote for
Democrats Al Gore and Joe
Lieberman as well as all
women in the House of
Representatives.
The first candidate to
speak was Mary Rieder, a
Winona State University

economics professor for the
past 30 years who is running
for the U.S. House of
Representatives.
"When women vote,
women win; when men who
care about women vote,
women win," she said.
"Women make 73 cents for
every dollar a man makes.
That hasn't moved. We need
someone'to push."
Rieder said that unlike
her opponent, Rep. Gil
Gutknecht, education is her
main issue.
"I consider education an

investment not an expense,"
she said. In Minnesota, she
said, Pell Grant amounts are
falling and debt and interest
are rising. She also called
the cost of books outrageous.
Rieder wants to see "an
increase in Pell Grants, student tuition interest tax
deductible and the age for
financial aid distributions
lowered from 24 to 21."
Rieder also said she is
committed to rural America
and the environment.
See Women, Page 3

Campus Web site receives cyber makeover
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Winona State University's
new homepage, complete with
new features and easier navigation, was launched Oct. 13. The
change was intended to establish more consistency and make
it easier to find the most used
sites.
President Darrell Krueger
and Webmaster Rick Rhone
decided in a preliminary meeting that the homepage was outdated and that Winona State
needed to portray a better image
to its internal and external
users.
Rhone was hired this past

August to refresh and revamp
WSU's Web site. Of the more
than 7,000 links related to
WSU's homepage, Rhone only
changed about 50.
Rhone's first step in the
three-month process of organizing a better Web site was to
research. He viewed nearly 60
university homepages to see
what worked. Rhone also has
background experience with
much larger Web sites, including IBM, which has more than
150,000 links.
Rhone, with the help of other
Academic Computer Center
office employees, minimized 41
cumbersome links on the main
page to 16 navigable links.

New features also were
added to WSU's homepage.
Large upcoming events on campus can be found on the top
right hand corner of the homepage. The homepage itself continually and randomly changes
pictures. The homepage now
contains a working search
engine. The page provides both
a map of campus and how to get
to Winona and a site map listing
all Web pages on the WSU server. Another feature is an. up-todate Weather Channel link.
The new system has had its
share of problems. According to
WSU student Megan Schaefer,
"I tried to contact my teacher on
the Web and it took six links —

before it was just two."
Rhone said problems like
this can be remedied by learning the navigations of all the
buttons on the homepage's side-.
bar. If that doesn't help,
changes can be made by contacting the Webmaster. Simply
click the Webmaster button on
the bottom of the WSU Web site
and send him an e-mail. Make
sure to tell what kind of cornputer is bein-g used and where
exactly the problem is taking
place.
Rhone and the rest of the
employees in the Academic
Computer Services Office are
currently working on all the
See Web site, Page 4
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STUDENT SENATE REPORT

Student apathy and becoming involved on campus
asked for input on several issues
I thought were important and
have only received three emails in response to my
columns since the start of the
year. This would leave me to
believe that no one cares where
their fees go. You are the ones
paying for them. I cared, so I
got involved.
My philosophy was to spend
money on things we want to
improve or add and don't spend
money on things we don't need.
It's difficult to know what you
want and don't want when no
one tells me.
Now, I may be looking at this
from the wrong angle. If everybody is happy here, and I hope
they are, then there would probably be no feedback when I ask
about issues. No one would care
because there are no problems.
So look at WSU this way; think
of one thing we don't have or

Today looks to be
cloudy with a 50 percent
chance of rain. Highs in
tc,w , the upper 60s and lows
68 56 in the mid 50s.
thursday fridcuj
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think most students on this
campus don't care about
where there fees go. This is
the first time in several years
that student senate has had a
weekly report in the Winonan.
The purpose of the report is to
inform students about what is
going on in senate and the
issues that directly affect them.
I figured if I talked about
issues that students were interested in, I would get responses
back with opinions, ideas and
suggestions. Apparently no one
cares on this campus. I have

saturdouj surtztali

52 37

52 35

51 36

extended. outlook_
A chance of showers on Thursday with the
rest of the week cloudy and cooler. Highs in
the low 60s and upper 50s, lows near 40.

aren't doing that would make
the school a more enjoyable,
educational or comfortable
place, and tell me. It can be as
small as asking for aluminum
cans in some of the vending
machines on campus or wanting
to construct a clock tower in the
middle.
Be assured as students that you
have more than 30 members of
student senate working to make
this school a more enjoyable
place for you. I know it may
sound corny and you don't care,
but there are
schools where the student
senate does nothing or doesn't
even exist. Take advantage of
what you have while you have
it. For those who would like to
get involved there are associate
senator spots open on all our
committees. Any student can be
an associate senator if they
show up to two consecutive

committee meetings and want
to become a member. It is not as
time consuming as being on
senate but you still have a large
say on what goes on.
Decisions such as club budgets, limiting the number of
printouts a student receives and
lots of other issues are discussed in committees. E-mail
me if you are interested in a
committee. Tell me what you
are interested in and I can
recommend a committee that
deals with that type of issue.
Question of the week: Should
we get aluminum can vending
machines in addition to the
existing bottle machines we
already have? Money from the
recycled aluminum could be
distributed to student clubs and
organizations.
Devin Johnson can be reached
via campus e-mail at djohnson0794 or call 457-5517.

source: national weather service

BRIEFS
CAMPUS CRIME REPORT

Oct. 15 —At 6:15 p.m. a student reported that she was being
harassed by a male student at
Lourdes Hall. The matter was

referred to the director of security and director of residence
life.

40.4.0111.0.10.01.00.. 4.11,

STUDY TIP OF THE WEEK

Knowledge is what you have learned in class only
if you can relate to it and understand it outside
of class, When you study, try to think of real-life
analogies and your own experiences,
Study tips are provided each week by the Academic
Assistance Center, which is in Library Room 301. The
Web site with academic assistants' work schedules, is

ii-wwwwona.rnsus.edu/advisinglaac

Winter survival kits
available
The Kappa Mu Nursing Honor Society
is selling winter survival kits again this
year. It contains bandages, latex gloves, a
road flare, a rescue breather to make CPR
easier and other roadside safety items.
Kits are great for auto, home, boats and
hunting trips. They will be sold from the
nursing department, Stark 303 for $7.50
per kit or two for $14.
To order, call Karen Gardner at 4575134 or Jo Stejskal at 457-5136 or e-mail
at karengardner@vax2.winona.msus.edu .
Proceeds will go to nursing scholarships.

Fellowships available

Ewe IRS

The National Science Foundation will
award approximately 900 new graduate
research fellowships, which are awarded
for graduate study leading to researchbased master's or doctoral degrees in the
fields of science, mathematics and
engineering supported by the NSF.
Each three-year fellowship provides a
stipend of $16,800 for 12-month tenures,
and a cost-of-eduaction alowance of
$10,500 per tenure year.
The NSF welcomes applications from
all qualified science, mathematics or

Computer workshop on file maintenance
The American Marketing Association is offering a
free computer workshop for students and faculty 9

to 10:30 a.m. and 6 to 7:30 p.m. Nov. 2 in the
Wiinona State University Library room #102. No
experience needed. The workshop will be hosted by
Katryn Gudmundson and AMA. For more information call 457-5491 or e-mail wsuama@ hotmail.com .
Landmine issue discussion to be held
The United Nations club, the United Nations

engineering students and strongly encourages women, minorities and persons with
disabilities to compete fully in this program.
The application deadline is Nov. 7.
Awards will be announced in late March.
The NSF contracts with Oak Ridge
Associated Universities to provide support services for the program, ORAU,
P.O. Box 3010, Oak Ridge, TN 378313010, phone (865) 241-4300, e-mail nsfgrfp@orau.gov, or fax (865) 241-4513.
Also visit their Web page at
http://www.orau.org/nsf/nsffel.htm.

The Maxwell Children's Center is
collecting gently used books of all kinds
for a used book sale. Drop-off boxes are at
the Maxwell Children's Center and the
education and student affairs offices.
Volunteers are available to pick up books
at homes or offices.
The sale will be 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Dec. 9
at the Winona Mall. Proceeds will help
replace and purchase classroom equipment at the center. For more information
or to arrange for book pick-up, call 4575368.
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Has Moved to WINONA!!

1415 Service Dr., Winona, MN (507) 452-8202

The Sweetest Deals on..
TATTOOS
and
PIERCIMS

Buy Any entree -For Regular
Menu Price, Get the Second
(of equal or lesser value)

John Plachecki, a local attorney, will be on
campus from 6 to 8 p.m. every Tuesday in the East
Alumni Lounge on the second floor of Kryzsko
Commons. Plachecki will serve as a legal services
advocate throughout the school year. There will be
a sign-up sheet posted at the student affairs office
and slots are in 20-minute intervals. There is no
charge since his services are paid through student
activities fees.

HALF PRICE!!!
*Expires 12/23/00*

Grand Opening, Oct. 31st
161 E. 3rd St.
Sto B for Free STUFF!!

*For WSU Students Only*

I

English and mathematics placement
exams. Students who have transferred in
credit for college-level English and mathematics courses are exempt. Exams may
be retaken once. Students must register
for the exams by visiting the Advising and
Retention Office, Phelps 129, or calling
457-5600.
8-10 a.m.
Phelps 101
Nov. 15
Nov. 21 3:30-5:30 p.m. Howell 135
Howell 135
Nov. 30 12-2 p.m.

That's Right

ro

Local attorney to offer assistance to students

The Winona public schools are sponsoring a class that will focus on responsive parenting during a baby's first year
Nov. 21. The instructor will plan parentbaby activity time and adress typical
parent concerns during the first year such
as feedings, growth and development,
adjustment to parenting, attachment and
bonding. For more information, call
454-9450.

Placement tests
Used books sale to
for students
benefit children's center required
All new students must take the

A..A. A. A. A. A A. A. A ..dh. AL A. A. A. A. AIL A..Ai dih. Ai A. Alb A. A.

Association of Minnesota and the Better World
Campaign are sponsoring a landmine presentation
Thursday to raise awareness for the 26,000 people
who are killed by landmines each year. A discussion
will take place at 7 p.m. in Stark Hall Room 104. The
event is free and open to the public.
The club will be holding a symbolic balloon display in the campus courtyard at 1 p.m. Thursday A
balloon will be popped every 22 minutes to symbolize a person being injured or killed by landmines.

Responsive parenting
class offered

*The Above Special not Good in
Conjunction With Any Other Coupon Special*

Winona Greens 'Get out the vote' concert

The Winona County Green Party will be hosting
a concert at Holzinger Lodge on Nov. 3 beginning at
6:30 p.m. Scheduled musicians include James
Mudcat Grant, the Accordian Club and other local
musicians and speakers. For more information call
608-687-3991.

Winona State Universi
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The Winonan accepts all news briefs, events and
announcements turned in by noon Friday. Editors
reserve the right to edit for space and content as they
see fit.
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Established in 1922 as Winona State
University's first student newspaper, the
Winonan is managed, funded and operated by
and for members of the WSU community.
Published and distributed weekly, the 5,000circulation newspaper investigates and reports
campus and community news that is timely,
appropriate and relevant to readers.
Information is disseminated in a manner compliant with the universal journalistic creed that
information be delivered lawfully, objectively,
tastefully and fairly.
The Winonan generates 65 percent of its
budget through advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student
activities fees. Subscriptions for persons outside
the university are available from the
Advertising/Business Manager.
The Wi nonan is copyrighted and may not be
reproduced without permission.
Please address all correspondence to: The
Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko
Commons, PO Box 5838, Winona, MN 55987.
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Attorney helps students interpret landlord/tenant rights
Kelly Bitter
WINONAN

Scott HarabisontwiNoNAN
Local attorney John Plachecki offers legal advice to a WSU student in the East
Cafeteria Lounge Tuesday night.

Students with legal concerns now have the opportunity to get legal advice from a
local attorney. John
Plachecki will serve as the
Legal Services Advocate for
Winona State University.
Plachecki has been providing what he calls "general
statements about the law in
Minnesota" since Sept. 26.
He works out of the East
Alumni Lounge of Kryzsko
Commons from 6 to 8 p.m.
every Tuesday. Students can
make appointments in 20minute segments, and he said
his sessions are usually full.
Plachecki said no real
attorney/client relationship is
formed, and there is no cost to
students unless they wish to
hire him for a case through his
firm. His services are paid
through WSU student activity
fees.

Plachecki said students ask
a variety of questions about
subjects such as divorce and
adoption, but most of the
questions are about
landlord/tenant issues.

■

For more information on landlord/tenant
rights and laws,visit
the Minnesota Attorney
General Web site at
www.ag.state.mn.us/
home/consumer/housing/landlordtenant

Plachecki said many leases
are not in accordance with
Minnesota statutes.
For example, he said many
leases call for immediate
vacancy for violations of the
lease, but the tenant actually
must be given a 30-day notice.
A landlord cannot notify' a
tenant on Nov. 1 that the tenant must be out of the building
at the end of November,

Women
Franklin

Continued from Page 1

being decided on the taxexempt status until the
Foundation gets the final say
from President Clinton and the
county assessor.
"Until we get information,
we don't even have a decision
to make at this point," said
Hacken.
If everything goes through
as the university hopes, contracts will be sold as early as
next spring and the project
completed by June 2002, ready
for the 2002-2003 academic
year.
"There will certainly need
to be a discussion with them
(the WSU Foundation)," said
Hacken. "The county assessor
has the final say, and I think
we need to have decent communication."
Director
of Auxiliary

Services John Ferden said,
"The process is very laborious;
the developer will convey the
project and look from the act
of Congress to get it done. I'm
sure he will be successful."
The developer of the project is Frank Dunbar from the
Twin Cities. He has completed
similar tasks and is very "wellrespected," Ferden said.
Previously the . new residence hall was going to consist
of one building with rooms
facing the bluffs on one side
and railroad tracks on the
other. To reduce noise and the
view of the tracks, WSU has
come up with a new design,
consisting of four buildings
connected to each other and
joined by a courtyard.
If the project is denied,
WSU will be faced with cliff-1-

cult
decisions.
Possible
options include continuing the
build-up process and leasing
additional
space
from
Minnesota Preparatory
Schools. Even leasing rooms
from local hotels is an option
that was tried about 20 years
ago.
"It's hard to create a good
community that way," said
Ferden. He said it dissociates
students from campus, making
it difficult for the services and
facilities on campus to be of
good use to all students.
Currently, the housing
capacity at WSU is at 106 percent, putting about 100 students in overflow. Build-ups
were essential to begin the
semester and the number of
them has been slowly decreasing as the semester moves on.
jl

RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

because the notification must
be received before the first
day of the month the tenant
pays rent. In this situation,
the notification to be out at
the end of November would
have to be given by Oct. 31.
Plachecki graduated with
honors from Saint Mary's
University, and he obtained
his Juris Doctor degree from
Hamline University and his
Masters of Laws degree from
Boston University Law
School.
He served as Special
Assistant Attorney General
with the revenue department
in Boston, and was hired by
the administration of former
presidential candidate
Michael Dukakis. He tried
cases for the government for
seven years before returning
to his hometown of Winona
and joining the general-practice law firm of Darby, Delano
and Price.

Continued from Page 1

Second to speak was Judy
Gilow, candidate for
Minnesota Senate Seat in district 32, which serves
Winona. After six years as
county commissioner and 23
years of owning J&J painting, Gilow found that she had
to fight the fight of being a
woman too often. Gilow is
concerned primarily with
rural issues and the expense
of education.
Jan Schakowsky, current
U.S. Representative for
Illinois' 9th district, said,
"Young people have the lowest turn-out of votes." She
encouraged audience members to prove the statistics
wrong Nov. 7 and stressed
the importance of voting by

posing the following question: "What part of your life
are you not interested in? The
very issues you talk about at
the dinner table, I talk about
in Congress."
Schakowsky is also concerned about women having
the right to a choice in keeping a baby or not. She said
George W. Bush opposed a
woman's choice to have control over her own body while
Al Gore supports that choice.
Brad Whitford, who plays
Josh on the political drama
"West Wing," provided a
man's point of view during
the Women on a Roll rally.
"I am not a woman; but I
am the product of a woman,
married to a woman and

adore my daughter," he said.
To show his support for
the Gore/Lieberman campaign, Whitford said, "Eight
years ago the economy was
in the toilet ... now we have
the best economy in the history of mankind."
Even though the country is
"fat and happy," Whitford
said, we still need to get people engaged and get them to
vote.
Whitford
closed
his
speech with a quotation from
his wife Lois, who plays the
mother on TV program
"Malcolm in the Middle":
"My name is Lois now hear
me roar, so get off your butt
and vote for Gore!"

MARK J.OttWESTPFAHL
Mayor
As a college student in Winona, you are eligible
to vote in the November 7th election in Winona!

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.
One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

• As long as you are attending college in Winona, many issues will affect you, such
as parking issues, and the current attempt to pass a one-keg ordinance. By voting,
your voice can be heard.
• Registering in Winona is quick and easy. You can even register on election day a
minute or two before you vote!
You are a very important part of Winona, and you should be heard too.
4›
:
10
For information on city issues, contact Mark at markformayor@hotmail.com
paid advertisement for Mark J. Wirstpfehl for Mayor campaign

Karsten's
kA•stumes

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

MOREATHAW /000 COSTUMES!

$102,068
With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,
you can easily build income to supplement your pension
and Social Security.
And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished
by taxes until you withdraw the funds.* Add to that
TIAA-CREF's solid history of investment performance,
bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low,
and you have more money working for you.

$67,514
0 Tax-deferred savings after taxes
After-lax savings

A

■
$41,232
$31,933
$13,052
$1 1 ,609

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retirement today with tax-deferred
INVEST AS LITTLE AS
$25 a month
SRAs. We think you will find it
through an automatic
rewarding in the years to come.
payroll plant

*Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 594 may be
subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

IT I

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:"

10 YEARS

20 YF,ARS

30 YEARS

In this hypothetical example, setting aside $100 a month in a
tax-deferred investment with an 8% return in a 28% tax
bracket shows better growth than the same net amount put
into a savings account. Total returns and principal value of
investments will fluctuate, and yield may vary. The chart
above is presented for illustrative purposes only and does not
reflect actual performance, or predict future results, of any
TIAA-CREF account, or reflect expenses.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.orgiminn

For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest 1. You may be able to invest up to the IRS maximum of $10,500 per year. To receive a personalized calculation of your
maximum contribution, call TIM-CREF at 1 800 842-2776. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes the CREF and TIAA
Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc.-distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual
funds and tuition savings agreements. • TIM and TIM-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust
Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.
0 2000 TIAA-C REF 08/03

I I1

•SiEatrhW
niacrs
•Retry 60's &. 70's
Movie Characters
•Zoot Suits with
Flappers
•Make-up and
Accessories
•AND MORE!

1459 C WEST 5TH STREET
(Behind Dairy Queen)

M-F 3:00-6:00 p.m.
Sat.28 11 a.m.-5 p.m., Sun.29 1-3p.m.
(507) 453-0398
?,4

Your HAWN
LL:22 Headquaqers
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Parking restrictions begin

Bill RaddetWINoNAN

(From left to right) Minnesota Senate Seat 32 candidates County Commissioner Judy Gilow (DFL) and Sen. Bob
Kierlin (R) and Minnesota House Seat 32A candidates Rep. Gene Pelowski (DFL) and Winona State University nursing professor Linda Seppanen (R) discuss higher education at a forum held last week at Winona State University.

Candidates debate in front of students
Heidi Wencl
WINONAN

College students received a
chance to discover how candidates for Minnesota offices plan
to help higher education. A
public forum on higher education was held on Oct. 18 at the
Performing Arts Center.
Attending were Minnesota
House Seat 32A candidates
Rep. Gene Pelowski (DFL) and
Winona State University nursing professor Linda Seppanen
(R) and Minnesota Senate Seat
32 candidates County
Commissioner Judy Gilow
(DFL) and Sen. Bob Kierlin
(R).
The event was sponsored
and held by the College
Republicans and College
Democrats with help from the
Political Science Association
and student senate.
Moderators Nicole Mossing
and Brad Delger asked questions involving higher education issues. Topics included
lowering the independent student age, how to keep the economy of Minnesota strong for
college graduates, what the
candidates would do for public
universities if elected, and even
a question asking whether or
not candidates would support
lowering the drinking age.
Every candidate gave a twominute response to each question. At the end of the forum,
they gave a two-minute closing
response.
Seppanen believes she is a
strong candidate with a strong
fresh voice.
"I believe I can make a dif-

■NII■11111■11111111=1•1
"We need to honor
the commitment
made to our universities and allow the
students to gain more
than just an educational experience."

MININI

"I believe I can make
a difference and be a
strong advocate for
students interests
through my depth of
experience in
working with them."
LINDA SEPPANEN
Republican Minnesota
HouseSeat 32A candidate

ference and be a strong advocate for students interests
through my depth of experience
in working with them," she
said.
When asked about what he
could do for public universities
if elected, Pelowski said he
wants to continue to make the
resources available that began
with Carlson and Ventura.
"We need to honor the commitment made to our universities and allow the students to
gain more than just an educational experience," he said.
Pelowski referred to the continuing benefits offered to
Winona State students, including the new library, Lourdes
Hall and Stark Hall, which
houses the nation's only undergraduate program in composite
engineering.
Gilow's emphasized the
importance of voting. She
believes students need to get

GENE PELOWSKI
Democrat Minnesota
House Seat 32A candidate

involved and work together
with the community to create a
strong voice to accomplish anything.
Kierlin stressed the idea of
not seeing students as collective
group but as individuals.
"We need to start in elementary and high schools to help
students reach their full potential," he said. "More money
needs to be spent on education."
Reactions from the students
were mostly positive. Delger,
College Republican President,
and Katie Mullen, College
Democrat member, were
pleased and excited by the
turnout of students at the forum.
"It exceeded my expectations," said Delger.
Mullen, Delger and Jason
Fossum, student senator and
College Republican member,
prepared the questions asked of
the candidates.
"The questions were pre-

pared according to lobbying
issues during the past year,"
said Fossum. "There was a nice
balance of questions and four
intelligent, well-spoken individuals to answer them."
Stephen Schiffli, a senior in
public administration at Winona
State, thought the forum was
very organized and well done.
"The candidates discussed
the issues with open-minds," he
said.
However, Schiffli did not
agree with the drinking age
question asked during the
forum.
"I felt it was a waste of time.
It is a federal issue, and states
are not&oing to be willing to
lose findin
g order to lower
the drinking age." States can
lose federal transportation funding if the drinking age is not
kept at 21.
Political science professor
James Bromeland did not like
the question either.
"Asking a question about
lowering of the drinking age
only adds into the negative
stereotypical views people have
of college students," he said.
Bromeland believes the issue
of funding education should
have been brought up. He
believes there would have been
more of a discussion between
the candidates had that issue
been addressed.
Becky Meyer, a senior in
social work, was glad to see the
candidates express a serious
interest in the Winona State
campus.
"It was great to see the candidates keep the issues local and
specific," she said.

The alternate side parking
ordinance in Winona will take
effect Nov. 1. The ordinance
states that no person shall stop,
park or leave standing any
vehicle on any street in the city
or in Municipal Parking Lots 1
and 3 on any day from Nov. 1
to April 1 between the hours of
1 and 6:30 a.m.
On even-numbered calendar
dates vehicles may be parked

Blind

on side of the street with evennumbered houses and in
Municipal Parking Lot 1 on
Second Street between Center
and Lafayette streets. On oddnumbered dates vehicles may
be parked on the side of the
street with odd-numbered
houses and in Municipal
Parking Lot 3 on Center Street
between Third and Fourth
streets.

Continued from Page 1

Francioni said the computer
program for students with visual disabilities reads the words to
them, but it can't read graphs
and pictures. Francioni wants
students who come to WSU
with visual disabilities to feel
more like the rest of the student
population in computer science
and other classes.
Francioni and Smith have
outlined three major strategies
for the project.
One of the main strategies is
to bring together tools and
methods for students to complete a computer science curriculum for the visually
impaired.
A second major part of the
project centers on recruiting
qualified students into the program. Francioni stated that
close to a third of the budget of
the project is for scholarship
money. Francioni will also meet
with potential students directly
and work with counselors and

Web site

teachers in preparing high
school students for entering the
program.
The third strategy is to deVelop an integrated program for the
students. This means that
Francioni hopes to provide a
supportive environment for students with visual disabilities on
campus and in classrooms.
Francioni also wants to help the
students with their transition
from school to job placement
after graduation.
The $450,000 grant will support the project for three years,
and the universities plan to support it for the fourth year. If
everything goes well, the
schools will keep learning and
teaching new ways for students
to learn the program. Francioni
hopes the project will be successful and promote WSU by
making the school more appealing to students with visual disabilities.

Continued from Page 1

broken links related to WSU's
Web site. With the detailed
feedback of faculty, staff and
students, the Web site can be
fixed quickly.
The biggest problem with
the revised Web site is the
change itself. Rhone said WSU
Web site users have to let it sink
in.
"I think the users will be
very pleased once they are used
to how the new Web site
works," he said.
Internal Web site users must
also remember that the webmaster had to take external
users into consideration when
creaating the new links. Rhone

and Publications Director Dick
Davis agre.e that prospective
Winona State students want to
be able to use a less cumbersome Web site with a consistent
feel and less scrolling.
Dick Davis believes the
change is a very positive one.
He hopes that users "will be
patient during the growing
pains."
For further information, contact the Webmaster at the bottom of the WSU homepage.
Users can also visit the
Academic Computer Services
office in Somsen 208 or the
Publication office in Somsen
209 with questions.

Deed to look up something from a past issue? Uisit us online at umultuinonasusiedulwinonan

Spring Break

Spring Break

SPRING BREAK!
Cancun, Mazatlan, Jamaica &
Bahamas. Call Sunbreak
Student Vacations for info on how
to EAT, DRINK & TRAVEL FOR
FREE!
Call 1-800-446-8355
www.sunbreaks.com

Mazatlan &Cancun
Airfare, 7 nights hotel, transfers.
Early sign-up includes FREE
meals & FREE drinks. Best quality and most reliable student travel
group since 1976. Organize 15 to
travel FREE!
Call 1-800-942-7479.
www.usaspringbreak.com

SPRING BREAK
with Mazatlan Express!!
Air, 7 nights hotel, free nightly
beer parties, party package,
discounts.
(800)366-4786
or www.mazexp.com
#1 Spring Break 2001
Mexico, Jamaica, Florida & S.
Padre. Reliable TWA flights. Best
Parties! Earn $$$ or FREE trip
call for details!
1-800-SURFS-UP
www.studentexpress

Earn a free trip, money or both.
Mazatlan Express is looking for
students or organizations to sell
our Spring Break package to
Mazatlan, Mexico.
(800)366-4786

Acapulco's
#1 Spring Break Company,
BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS,
wants you to Go Loco in Acapulco
for Spring Break 2001 ! Call now
for the Best Spring Break Under
the Sun.!
WE ARE ACAPULCO!
800-875-4525
www.bianchi-rossi.com
SURVIVE SPRING BREAK 2001!
All the hottest destinations/hotels!
Campus sales representatives
and student organizations wanted!
Visit inter-campus.com or call
1-800-327-6013
THE TRIBE HAS SPOKEN!

For Sale
SUBLEASER WANTED!
Second semester
$425/month. All utilities included.
Call Heather at 457-3286
CLASSIFIED SPACE:
Students—advertise at a great
rate! $.25/line. Call: 457-5677

If Interested in placing an ad in the
Winonan contact Jackie or Anika
at 457-5677
Classified Rates:
Students: $.25/ line
Local: $.50/ line
National: $1.00/ line

Employment
Need a great job that allows you
to work around your class
schedule?
Drive School Bus
Approximate times 7 a.m.8:15 a.m. & 2:45 p.m.- 4 p.m.
Pay based on $14 per/hr, plus
bonus. Morning, afternoon or all
day routes. Apply now!
Call Phillips Bus Service
454-5677, ask for Jeff
Security Officer
Premier Alarm & Security is seeking both full & part time security
officers for our diverse job sites.
Experience is compensated, must
be mature, dependable and have
professional demeanor. Excellent
benefit package. Call 507-4541448 M-F, 9a.m.-5p.m. for application instructions.
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SPOTLIGHT

t Cetera

See next week's
issue for
coverage of
Saturday's
Malaysian
Dinner.

Club to bring Malaysia to WSU
Annual
dinner
set for
Saturday
Stacy Booth
WINONAN

The Malaysian American
Chapter Society will be holding
its annual Malaysian Night
Dinner Saturday in the East
Cafeteria of Kryzsko
Commons. This year's theme
for the dinner is "Malam
Budaya," which means "Night
of Culture."
The program, the club's
biggest event of the year,
features food and entertainment
from Malaysia's three majo
ethnic groups: Chinese, Mala_
and Indian.
"(The goal of the dinner is)
to introduce our culture and our
food," said Brindha
Thinakaran, the club's public
relations director. "(We want to)
bring Malaysia to you."
The night's menu features

Chern Woon Tan/WINONAN

Malaysian American Chapter's public relations officer Brindha Thinkaran promotes Malaysian Dinner tickets in the
lower hyphen. The annual dinner will be held in the East Cafeteria Saturday.

popular food from the three
major ethnic groups,
Thinakaran said. The menu
includes lemon chicken, "clay
pof' tofu, almond beef, different types of rice and "satay," a
Malay dish of chicken served

with sweet peanut sauce.
The entertainment for the
night is wonderful and varied,
said Poi Lee, the human
resource director for the club.
There will be examples of the
three different new year's cele-

brations: the Chinese New
Year; "Hari Raya," a day of
celebration, which is the Malay
new year; and the Indian new
year, "Deepavali," or the festival of lights.
Also included in the

program are ethnic dances and
traditional music, said Lee.
Funding for the dinner
comes from sponsorship, ticket
sales and the club's budget.
Volunteers prepare the dinner
and provide the entertainment,

Laptop security is
an essential class
Another
day
in
WinonaStatesville. All is
quiet except for the sound of
laptops being stolen. While
certainly not yet an epidemic,
there's no reason to let it
Technology
become one before it is
columntst
stopped. "The . number of
notebook thefts is staggering.
With over 309,000 notebooks thief in the room, you're
stolen each year — almost going to lose your machine. If
1,000 a day — and over you set it down to make a
$1 billion in hardware loss, phone call, keep your hand on
not to mention the cost of lost a strap and watch the bag.
data and downtime, it's not They don't have to take the
surprising that 'theft or loss' bag to get your laptop.
was rated the No. 1 worry of
■ Get a bag that doesn't
those traveling with a note- look like a laptop bag. Use
book." (www.z-case.com ).
the bag the university gives
Several laptops have been you to bring turkeys to home"stolen" this year already. It's less
people
this
disturbing Thanksgiving. You don't
to me to need to spend a lot; in fact,
see how the cheaper the bag the better.
easily
■ Get a security cable
anyone from a computer store.
could Almost all laptop security
walk off cables
fit
into
the
My Own
with one "Kensington Slot" on your
non-Uirtual of the
laptop. Look for a tiny slot
Space
machines marked with a chain or lock.
t h e On the new machines, it's on
university the far left in the back. Cables
is so intent on giving out lock to your machine then
without giving any means of wrap around a chair or table
protecting it.
leg.
According to 1999 FBI
■ Use the security cable
statistics, found at you just went out and bought.
www.sentryinc.com , "Theft It doesn't matter if you don't
of proprietary information plan on leaving the desk. All
topped $66 million, laptop it takes is for you to turn
theft was over $10 million, away for a moment.
financial fraud reached
■ Another deterrent can
$56 million and losses
be special markings such as
exceeded $22 million due to
stickers. My laptop has cow
unauthorized access by insidspots since it's a Gateway. It's
ers." The sad fact is most laplike locking your car door; a
top thefts will be by fellow
car thief will go for the easier
students, or insiders. That's
target of an unlocked door.
why I want to give you some
Also write down your serial
tips on keeping your laptop
number.
safe.
security doesn't
■ Always keep an eye on justLaptop
involve hardware
it. It doesn't matter if you're
in the same room. If there's a
See Laptops, Page 7

said Thinakaran.
Organizing the dinner starts
at the end of the summer, said
Lee.
New to the dinner this year
is the time and location. Last
year's event, themed "Discover
Malaysia," was held in the
spring in the Smaug. This year
it was moved to Kryzsko's East
Cafeteria because there's more
room, said Lee. There also is
more variety in the menu.
"People like the way it was
very warm and very together,"
said Thinakaran about past dinners.
Last year's dinner sold 198
tickets, said Lee. The target for
this year's dinner is at least 200.
Prices for the three-hour dinner
are $10 for adults, $8 for
students and $6 for children 12
and younger.
Interested individuals can
purchase tickets in the
International Office from noon
to 4 p.m. or by contacting the
club's president, Lean Pau, at
453-9808. The dinner is open to
the entire community.
"Our main purpose is not for
fund-raising, it's to share our
culture," she said.
The Malaysian club hosts
many other activities throughout the year, including apple
picking, strawberry picking, a
bowling and pool competition
and the mooncake festival.

Learning
Club trip
to England
canceled
Kristi Kremers
WINONAN

Jenny Butler/WiNoNAN

Members of WSU's pep band play Saturday at the tailgate party before the Warriors'
game against the Concordia University-St. Paul Golden Bears. Pictured are (from left)
Ben Schultz, Aaron Bosch, Paul Fonstad, Kenneth Kirby and Dustin Moburg.

Faculty form jazz ensemble
Amanda Leonhardt
WINONAN

Five musically inclined faculty members at
Winona State University have combined to form
the WSU Faculty Jazz Ensemble. The group,
which includes two other community members,
was started by music professor Richard
MacDonald in an effort to bring a jazz program to
the school.
The group includes MacDonald on percussion;
Richard Hammergren, an adjunct music
professor, on trumpet; James Hoch, a music
professor, on alto saxophone; Larry Price, an
adjunct member of the business administration
department, on piano; Gary Urness, the Winona
Middle School band director and also an adjunct
professor in the WSU music department, on
trumpet; and community members Dan Price on
trombone and Denny McGuire on bass.
"I wanted WSU's name associated with this
group," said MacDonald. "1'm interested in
making this a vehicle for letting people know
about the music department."
The group recently made its first off-campus
appearance in the packed dining area of Jefferson
Pub and Grill. They played many standard jazz
pieces and hope to be performing some of their
own original work soon, with a possible CD
recording in the future.
"We're working on a piece called the 'Edgar
Shuffle' that Mr. Price wrote," said MacDonald.
"It's a lot of fun."
"Music is one of my favorite things to do. I've
loved jazz my whole life," said Price. " `Edgar's
Shuffle; is named after a bass player I played with

in Trier, Germany: Edgar Widert."
Price enjoys being able to perform some of his
orginal work with the jazz ensemble.
"It's a great opportunity to play some of my
compositions," he said.
MacDonald stressed the purpose for getting
the group together was to benefit students.
"A big part of this is really to involve the
students," he said. "They can hear professional
level players, and we can demonstrate things for
them. We really encourage students to get
involved."
By getting students involved, the faculty
members are hoping to bring an undergraduate
jazz program to the department.
"We will show people that we have a jazz
faculty here that consists of top-level players,"
said MacDonald. "It would be great to have a program like this a Winona State because there's not
really anything like it offered around this area."
The music department already has a few
student jazz ensembles — the Dixie Midnight
Runners, Combo 1 and Combo 2 — for interested students to get involved in.
The WSU Faculty Jazz Ensemble plans to
perform again from 9 to 11 p.m. Nov. 11 at
Jefferson Pub and Grill and from 7 to 9 p.m.
Dec. 14 at th e Acoustic Cafe. All performances
are free.
"We are going to try to perform once a
month," said MacDonald.
The group also occasionally performs for
Winona State football tailgate parties.
For more information about any of the Winona
State jazz ensembles, contact Rich MacDonald at
457-5259.

The Winona State Learning
Club's trip to London and the
University of Bristol was
canceled due to the lack of
participants who registered by
the August deadline, said
Pauline Christensen, director of
the Adult Continuing Education
and Extension Department.
The Learning Club was
sponsoring a tour of London
and the University of Bristol
that was to have begun Oct. 30
and ended Nov. 12. The trip was
to have a focus on British history, government and social
systems. Also planned were
trips to Bath, Wales and
Stonehenge.
Christensen, also the director
of graduate studies and summer
school, said the Learning Club
is a great opportunity for those
who want to further their education beyond the classroom.
If interested in future trips or
the Learning Club itself, contact
Christensen via e-mail at

New art exhibit
to open Nov. 2
in Watkins Hall
A new art exhibit from the
McKnight Foundation,
"1999 Photography Fellows"
will open Nov. 2 in Watkins
Gallery in Winona State
University's Watkins Hall. The
exhibit will run through Dec. 6.
There will be an artists'
reception and gallery talk at
7 p.m. Nov. 2 in the gallery.
The event is free and open to
the public.
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Give this year's r
I
Halloween party
a different twist
We've
begun the
final countdown to

Halloween,

o0

0

Banner break

Massy
Tur

the start of
Fooa
the food
columnis
holidays.
While not
nearly as
nutritious as Thanksgiving dinner may be, the
idea of trick-or-treating, buying candy corn
and stopping at Halloween parties sounds like
a good deal to me.
The art of the Halloween party drastically
changes between grade school and college.
Let's take a quick look at traditional elements
at each level.
In grade school, costumes were a requirement. Superheroes, ghosts, witches, popular
cartoon characters and
princesses were staples, with some getting more creative.
One year I ended up
being Cleopatra. I didn't really know who
she was, but my costume included a short,
black wig and a crown
made of tinfoil and some thick wire Dad found
in the garage.
Parties included stand-bys like bobbing for
apples and some game that involved a blindfold and children being spun in circles.
Cookies and punch with a funny name (fruit
punch being passed on as "Dracula blood")
made up the menu, and additional candy usually was involved. Kids went home hyper and
happy.
College parties I've been to do include
some similar parts. Drinking is involved, and
games usually aren't, unless they directly
relate to the drinking., Costumes vary from the
highly creative ("I'm the guy who didn't make
the Olympic rhythmic gymnastics team") to
the highly desperate-for-ideas ("I'm
Underwear Man!") to the highly overdone
("I'm a cross dresser"). While food may be
involved, the focus is more on the people and
beverages.
There are a few ways to add a touch of those
childish days to a night on which many
students act a bit childish. To liven up the
punch bowl, grab a latex glove. First pick a
punch recipe. Wash the entire glove and fill it
with an ingredient that will compliment the
punch as it melts. Tightly seal the top of the
glove with string or duct tape and freeze. When
your party rolls around. remove the latex cover
and float the now ice cube in the punch bowl.
If you're worried about the ice cube diluting
the punch, drink faster. Serve punch in
Halloween pails.
Since it is Halloween, set out candy.
Halloween is the one holiday when nutrition is
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Parents enjoy the nice weekend weather while visiting the Winona State campus
during Family Day Saturday.
%„;.

THE WINONAN CLASSIFIEDS.
Call Jackie or Anika at 457-5677.

See Party, Page 7

Think about Fran
I need
to vent. Is
everyb ody
working
as hard as
I am, or is
it just me?
We all
a r e
stretched to the limit, but I'm going to tell a
story that will make us all glad we are in
college. No, it's not about my woes; it's
about a woman I met — a woman I work
with to be exact. Quite honestly, when I
hear people complain about how tired or
busy they are, I think of this woman and
remember life isn't so bad and we should
thank the people who help us through it.
To protect her privacy, I'll call her
"Fran." She is in her late 30s and lives in the
Winona area.
While walking into class last week, 1
heard people yawning and explaining that
they were tired because they
stayed awake until 1 a.m.
studying. I know our college
experiences can be difficult
and grueling at times, but
it's nothing compared to
what Fran goes through on a
Thought, weekly basis.
word,
We will begin with
Friday
night, say about
indeed
8:30 p.m. While some
college students are prepping themselves
for a night out on the town, Fran is kissing
her two young children and husband goodbye for the evening. She drives about a half
an hour to her job and works until 7 a.m.
When she gets home, there are chores to do
and errands to run. She gets maybe two or
three hours of sleep per day.
She sleeps Monday to prepare for
physical labor the next day: Fran has a
second job to help with family finances. She
stands for eight hours Tuesday Wednesday
and Thursday at an assembly line, lifting
heavy buckets of apples at an orchard. By
the time Friday rolls around, she is exhausted. Her body aches. The cycle begins again.
Why did I tell you this? Because this is
why we go to college folks — so we don't
need two jobs to make ends meet.
Unfortunately, this is reality for many
people in our community, many people who
live only a few blocks from our campus.
Are people like Fran stupid because they
did not go to college or advance beyond the
assembly line? No. More than likely, they
were not given the opportunity or encouragement to see beyond the assembly lines
and punch clocks. I know this because I
worked more than 14 years in factories and
have met many people just like Fran.
So when you are studying around 1 a.m.
or leaving the bars, consider yourself lucky,
grab a bite to eat and snuggle into bed. And
remember Fran. She's got six hours and a
lifetime to go.
Reach
Jennifer
Mulyck
at
sunnym@luminet.net .

$439 Jamaica b. $489
Mazatlam,. $389 S. Padre $259
Acapulco-- $499 Florida --$199
Cancun

career.

choice.

You only have one life,
so choose your career
wisely. When you become
a Doctor of Chiropractic,
you get lifestyle rewards
plus the satisfaction from
helping others to good
health. You do it the
natural way, with your
own hands, not drugs
or surgery. And, when it
comes to your chiropractic
education, one name
stands out. Palmer.

Atr-
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palmer chiropractic.
On the Palmer Chiropractic Web site you'll find out what it's
like to be a chiropractor and how Palmer Chiropractic is leading
"the good health revolution" in a surprising number of ways.
Check it out today.
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New York
Times
bestsellers
Hardcover Fiction —
1."The Bear
and the
Dragon" by
Tom Clancy
2. "The
Blind Assassin" by
Margaret Atwood
3. "The Devil's Code"
by John Sandford
4. "Drowning Ruth"
by Christine Schwarz
5. "Dune: House
Harkonnen" by Brian
Herbert, Kevin Anderson
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Tina still groovin' without the B-sides
A few years ago, Tina and
the B-side Movement were the
biggest rock stars in Winona.
Martin Zoelller of the Gear
Daddies, Chicago luminaries
The Freddy Jones Band (whose
hit "In a Daydream" can be
heard in elevators across the
country), the Drovers, the Blue
Meanies (who would later
become Tim Mahoney and the
Meanies) and later blues
sensation Johnny Lang all have
graced the stage of Rascal's.
These acts packed the bar
every weekend (I know because
I worked there), but none of
them brought out the crowds,
energy and excitement that Tina
and the B-sides' straight ahead
rock 'n' roll did.
After releasing the album
"Salvation" on a major record
label, the band broke up.
However, Tina Schlieske, the

band's lead vocalist, guitarist
and namesake still is making
music. After an absence of
almost two years, Tina took the
stage at Rascal's once again
Thursday for a solo acoustic
show.
Tina arrived at Rascal's late
due to a delayed flight from Los
Angeles. She showed up looking tired and disheveled but still
had enough energy to perform
for two hours with virtually no
break. The show, which mostly
attracted her core following of

fans from the Twin Cities,
allowed Tina to try out new
material as well as delight the
crowd with old favorites. Tina's
voice seems to have lost some
of its power and range, but she
still , managed to captivate the
audience.
Tina has been doing acoustic
shows on and off since the band
broke up. After 10 years of touring with a powerful backing
band, Tina calls these solo
shows an "experiment." The
shows give her a chance to stay
connected to her audience and
develop new stylings.
Between these shows Tina
has been writing new material
and slowly beginning the
process of starting a new band.
She calls the solo shows "all
right" but misses the power and
volume that playing with a live
rock band creates.

"I had been with the band for
so long, and we parted on good
terms. I miss playing with a
band, but I don't want to rush
into anything,". said Tina on the
process of building a new band.
Lately Tina has been listening to a lot of DJ music out of
London and European pop, but
she's not sure how it will
influence her new material.
"Right now I'm just writing
and trying to develop new
stylings," she said.
She will "slip in and slip
out," as she describes her
acoustic show plans, for a few
more solo gigs and will play a
few gigs with her side band
Lola and the Red Hots while she
works on her new material.
Reach Mark Liedel at
wakko333@hotmail.com .

UPCOMING
SHOWS
• NOV. 23 — Lola
and the Red Hots -Bunker's, Minneapolis.
This is a side project of
Tina's. A live recording of
their work is in Rascal's
jukebox.
They are a
blazing rock cover band.
They play old B-sides
songs and do a spectacular job of covering hard
rock bands like AC/DC.

■

DEC. 29 — Tina
solo acoustic show —
400 Bar, Minneapolis.
This show will probably
be enjoyed more by people
who are already fans of
Tina's work.

Hardcover Nonfiction —
1."The Art

Party

of Happiness:
A Handbook
for Living"
by Dalai
Lama et al.
2. "The Beatles
Anthology"
by The Beatles
3. "Cherry A Memoir"
by Mary Karr
4. "Drudge Manifesto"
by Matt Drudge
5. "Flags of Our
Fathers" by James
Bradley, Ron Powers
(contributor)

Paperback Fiction —
1. "Agent of Chaos"
by Norman
1:1 sr' 7 h:11 ,

Spinrad,

completely disregarded. Tootsie
Roll midgets are cheap and
should last longer since they
take awhile to unwrap. Extreme
taste — super sour or spicy hot
— look great until you try them.
And if you're really desperate,
buy those black and orange
wrapped candies that no one
likes. The candy will look festive all night, as no one will
want to touch it.
And if you really like the
people at your party, you could
put in the extra work and serve
them dirt (see recipe).
Halloween, like all holidays,
comes only once a year. It's a
chance to reclaim that dressedup, sugar-high, reckless child
that once terrorized the neighborhood. Take advantage of it.
And get some candy for me.
Reach Missy Teff at
fooddiva@hotmail.com .

Continued from Page 6

Try it yourself Dirt cups
1 16 ounce package chocolate sandwich cookies,
like Oreos or Hydrox
2 cups cold milk
1 4-serving size package instant chocolate pudding
1 8-ounce tub Cool Whip
Paper or plastic cups
Gummy worms
-

Put cookies in a sealed baggie, and crush with a
rolling pin or the bottom of a glass. Using a wire whisk,
beat milk and pudding together in a large bowl; let sit
five minutes. Fold in Cool Whip and 1/2 of the crushed
cookies.

Jerry Jenkiins

WINONAN

Assignment —
Jerusalem, Target —

3. "Black Notice"
by Patricia Cornwell
4. "Calder Pride"
by Janet Dailey
5. "Courting Susannah"
by Linda Lael Miller

Paperback Nonfiction —
1. "Tis: A Memoir"
by Frank
McCourt
2. "And
Never Let

Her Go:
Thomas
Capano: The Deadly
Seducer" by Ann Rule
3. "A Child Called 'It':
One Child's Courage to

Survive" by David J.
and Dave Pelzer
4. "Have a Nice Day"
by Mick Foley
5. "I'm a Stranger Here
Myself: Note on
Returning to America
after 20 Years Away"
by Bill Bryson

0 New York limes
bestseller lists taken
from www.amazon.com .

The Lyceum series instituted
by Winona State University
President Darrell Krueger in
1989 features a combination of
events such as theater, dance,
visual arts, music, writing,
cinema and scholarly lectures.
In the past, the series has featured such presenters as Maya
Angelou, Kurt Vonnegut,
National Theater of the Deaf
and, most recently, Nobel Prize
winning chemist Dr. Roald
Hoffman.
The events are made
possible by individual contributions, grants and supporting
organizations.
Although there have been up
to 10 events per series in prior
years, available funding
dictates there only be four this
year.
"We're settling into four or
five events a year," said
Thomas Nalli, a professor of
chemistry and chair of the
Lyceum Series. "The real
reason this year is because the
ones we are doing are sort of
costly, and we do have a limited
budget. So when we run out of
money, we run out of events."
Nalli joined the Lyceum
Series soon after he became a
member of the WSU faculty.
"Well, as a new faculty
member, you're looking for
committees that you can make a
contribution to, and I was a new
faculty member four years
ago," he said. "Actually I sort
of perceived at the time that we
didn't have very many
scientists coming in. So, I had a
little bit of a hidden agenda."
So how does the committee
pick what events, will be

NI

and

point to

for weekly news, reviews,
columns and sports

Kristi Kremers

2. "Assassins:

■

Refrigerate until serving. Garnish with gummy
worms (gummy worms also can be layered throughout
cup).

6)" by Tim Lahaye,

(intro)

Plug

Make hard copies of important
documents, and keep them in a
safe place. It sounds paranoid,
but we don't have the
PowerPuff Girls to save us. A
thanks to Tech Support for the
security slot info.
Reach Michael Canavino at
winonantech@yahoo.com .

www3.winona.msus.edu/winonan

Antichrist (Left Behind,

Malzberg

Continued from Page 5

measures. It also includes
securing your software. While
students might not have data
that can be sold for millions, it
is valuable to you and could
cause a lot of trouble if it got in
the wrong hands. So be careful
when you're checking your
e-mail, and watch who's
watching your password.

Place 1 tablespoon of the crushed cookies in the bottom of each cup. Fill cup about 3 / 4 full with pudding
mixture; top with remaining cookie crumbs.

Lyceum Series
reduced to four
events this year

Barry

Laptops

presented?
"Different people or departments come before the Lyceum
Committee and fill out the
paper work, and then the
Lyceum committee approves
the different events," said
Ann Kohner, another member
of the committee who is from
the university advancement
office.
Nalli added: "It's similar to a
grant writing as a competitive
grant process. People write
proposals, and we choose
among the proposals in the
committee." The applications
are sent out in early fall and are
due Nov. 15 every year. The
sub-committee of the Lyceum
Series sifts through all the
applications and makes
recommendations that are presented to the full committee.
The Lyceum Series committee includes student members
and still is waiting for its third
appointee. Another way
students are involved is by
actually making their ideas for
events become a reality.
The first event this year, the
Muntu Dance Theater's
residency and performance was
proposed by two students who
worked in conjunction with
Gretchen Cohenour of the
dance department.
The response to the Lyceum
Series has been positive, Nalli
said.
"(I haven't heard) anything
but good things," he said.
The next and last event of
the series will take place Jan. 25
with author Alfie Kohn.
For more information on the
Lyceum Series and the official
application form, go to
http://coursel.winona.msus.
edu/tnalli/lyceum/.

Representative
Gene Pelowski
As Chairperson of the House Higher
Education finance Division in 19971998 Representative Pelowski passed
record increases in funding for
Minnesota's Higher Education
Institutions and Students.

Representative Pelowski has
sponsored legislation to:
• Increase Student Financial Aid
• Build Winona State's Library and
Stark Hall and planning funds for
the new Science Building
• Add additional parking to Winona
State University
• Target additional funds for
technology to the Colleges of
education to upgrade hardware
and software.
Paid for by the Pelowski Volunteer Committee, Sue Edel Treasurer, 178 Treetops Ln, Winona, MN 55987
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Listening might be best medicine for friends
When you listen, how closely do you pay attention? Are
you always thinking of what to
say next? Do you truly listen
with your heart, mind and soul?
Do you look for nonverbal clues
to the person's true feelings? Do
you take the time to really listen
to those who seek you out?
I'm distressed as I write this.
A friend of mine has been calling lately and wanting to talk. I
would give her a minute or so of
my time before asking her
pardon and leaving for class, a
meeting, work or homework. I
never lied to her. However, if I
had been listening as closely as
I should have, I would have
heard the pain in her voice and
realized she really needed to

Bits

Pieces

Forensics team wins
sixth place at tourney
The Winona State
University Forensics team
traveled to Normandale
Community College in
Bloomington, Minn.,
Oct. 17 to compete in the
first Twin Cities Forensics
League tournament,
where the team received
sixth place team sweepstakes.
were
Competitors
Krista Lindemann, Max
Alschlager, Nichole Klute
and Jessica Samens.
International Rodrigo
Festival in the works
Suzanne Draayer,
WSU music professor, is
planniQg the International
Rodrigo Festival for
Nov. 11-17 to commemorate Spanish composer
Joaquin Rodrigo. To help,
call 452-2505.

talk.
I pray God will forgive me
for my selfishness. She called
me late last week and told me
she was in the hospital for
hurting herself. She felt like no
one cared for her. She felt alone.
What a difference I could
have made in her life, had I only
taken the time to pause in my
life. Yes, I'm busy. But to spend

even 10 minutes with her on the
phone: Could that have made a
difference in her life? I know
there were hundreds of other
factors involved in this situation: I was only one of them.
But had I listened to her ...
would she still have felt alone?
My point in writing about
this is not to make me feel
better. My point is to urge you
to really listen to everyone you
meet.
As a society, we tend to look
out for ourselves first. In our
materialistic world, we have to.
We are consumed by what will
benefit us the most in the long
run. If we can help others while
helping ourselves — great. But
we rarely go out of our way to

■ As a society we
tend to look out for
ourselves first. In our
materialistic world, we
have to. We are
consumed by what
will benefit us the
most in the long run.
try to make a difference in
another's life.
Even a smile and a "how are
you doing today?" can work
miracles. The smallest act of
kindness can be the difference
between life and death for some
people. We all wear masks to
hide our true selves and true
feelings. Humans are phenome-

nal at hiding what is really
going on in their lives. The
most stressed person can appear
to be relaxed and happy.
We are called to help our
brothers and sisters. In Matthew
25:31-46, Jesus tells us how he
will separate the people when
he comes in glory. Those who
have served others by offering
food to the hungry, clothing to
the naked, drink to the thirsty,
care to the sick and visits to the
imprisoned — they shall enter
the kingdom of God. "Truly I
tell you, just as you did it to one
of the least of these who are
members of my family, you did
it to me."
We need to start doing this
now. I wish 1 realized this

before the current situation
arose. Wishing won't change
anything. But the reality of the
situation can move me ,- to
action.
The holiday season is
approaching, and I challenge
you to answer God's call this
year. Make time to really listen
to your family and friends. Visit
a hospital and cheer up someone who is ill. Donate food to a
local food pantry or clothing to
a clothing drive. Most importantly, pray for those who go
without. No matter how small
the act, it will make a difference. With a little effort, we can
all be miracle workers.
Reach Kate Schott via
campus e-mail at kschott8150.

`Remember the Titans' genuine portrayal of integration
"Remember the Titans" is
like a song that hits all the notes
you expect, throwing you no
surprises — but it's so darn
catchy you can't help but sing
along.
While the story doesn't blaze
any new trails, it is a well-done
and enjoyable trip. I rooted for
the characters, I liked them, and
though the movie is full of
sentiment, it generally manages
to steer clear of sentimentality.
Part of the credit for this
goes to the screenplay by
Gregory Allen Howard, who
doesn't paint characters in
obvious blacks and whites (no
pun intended here). Part also
goes to the excellent cast,
especially Denzel Washington
as Coach Boone. He has his
share of rousing little speeches,
but he doesn't chew up the
scenery or slip into melodrama.
Instead he delivers with his
characteristic thoughtfulness
and poise. Washington is a fine,
fine actor and a smart choice

here.
The movie, directed by Boaz
Yakin, is based on the true story
of the integration of an all-white
high school in Alexandria, Va.,
in 1971. Of course it gets the
Hollywood treatment, making
its relationship to actual events
"loose" at best. Still, it avoids
obvious sensationalizing and
aspires to larger ideas and
themes.
The story focuses on the
members of the football team,
as well as the coaches, and how
they go from open hostility to
wary tolerance to, finally,
acceptance and comradery. The
process starts at summer football camp, where they must
overcome racial attitudes to
function as a team. However,
once they have bonded as teammates and camp is over, they
find themselves back at school
in the "real world," where there
is heated antagonism and
aggression on every side. How
they manage to stay unified in

Nick's
pick

■ FILM: 'Remember the
Titans'
■ RATING: PG for thematic
elements and language
■ RUNNING TIME: 113 min.
■ STARS: Three and a
• half out of five
the face of their larger culture is
central to the movie. It's
interesting to see how the stands
they make on behalf of their
friends slowly but effectively
influence others around them

— parents, girlfriends, buddies.
Many people attribute the
uncommon lack of racial walls
in the community today to this
unity that began on the field.
When the school is integrated, Coach Boone is brought in
to replace Coach Yoast (Will
Patton) as head coach. Yoast at
first flatly refuses what seems a
demeaning offer to come back
as assistant. But when the white
football players threaten to
boycott, he decides to do so for
their sakes. This uneasy alliance
between the two coaches is not
completely one-sided. Both
men are professionals who have
their blind spots, and they
complement each other on and
off the field as they come to
terms.
Coach Yoast finds unwanted
support coming his way from an
old-school club of powerful
white "gentlemen" in the
community, and taking a stand
against an attempt to have
Coach Boone illegally discred-

ited might cost him his shot at
the High School Football Hall
of Fame.
Another bond that develops
between team captain Big Ju
(Wood Harris) and Bertier
(Ryan Hurst) is particularly
moving. At first these two are
the most antagonistic, but they
move believably from headbutting to respect to genuine
friendship. It is touching when
Bertier comes to visit Big Ju in
the hospital near the end of the
movie, a nurse tells him only
kin are allowed, and Big Ju tells
the nurse, "Let him in. Can't
you see he's my brother?"
There are racial epithets
thrown around and a brick
thrown through a window, but
we don't see things escalate
much beyond this. "Remember
the Titans" is not intended as a
militant call to action but as a
feel-good movie. And in that it
succeeds.
Reach Nick Ozment at
hobbit 1 @means.net.

Bo you have expensive taste
and very little money?
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Sale!!!
Dates

Monday October3Oth 1 °A.M.-8P.M.
Tuesday October 31 st 9A.M.-8P.M.
Wednesday November 1 st 9A.M.-6P.M.

Located in Student
Open
Union rooms
for 3 days
F and G
on campus
off the east cafeteria
You want to dress better than this guy right?
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INSIDE
The WSU women's and men's cross country
teams competed in the conference meet this
past weekend, check Page 12 for the results.

October

SPORTS

Mike Kaebisch - editor
507-457-5520
e-mail:
winonansports@hotmail.com

www3.winona.msus.edu/winonan
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Warriors finish
NSIC season
unbeaten, share
conference title
ABERDEEN, S.D. and
MORRIS, Minn. - The
Winona State University soccer
team defeated Northern State
1999
Sept. 29-Warriors 8, C-SP 0
University and the University
Oct. 2-Warriors 4, WSC 0
of Minnesota-Morris last weekOct. 3-Warriors 5, SSU 0
end, and closed out the
Oct. 9-Warriors 4, UM-Crookston 0
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Oct. 10-Warriors 6, MSU,M I
Oct. 16-Warriors 8, BSU I
Conference regular season with
Oct. 17-Warriors I, UM-Duluth 0
an undefeated conference
Oct. 23-Warriors 4, UM-Morris 0
record for the second consecuOct. 24-Warriors 8, NSU 1
tive season.
Oct. 29-Warriors 5, UM-Crookston 0
WSU blanked the Wolves
Oct. 30-Warriors 6, WSC 0
Oct. 31-Warriors 3, UM-Duluth 1
2-0 Sunday and triumphed over
2000
the Cougars 4-1 Saturday.
Sept. 24-Warriors 8, CS-P 0
The pair of wins assured the
Sept. 30-Warriors 2, WSC 1
Warriors the No. 1 seed in the
Oct. 1-Warriors 10, SSU 0
Oct. 7-Warriors 6, UM-Crookston 0
conference post-season tournaOct. 8-Warriors 3, MSU, M 0
ment, which begins Friday in
Oct. 14-Warriors 8, BSU 0
Marshall, Minn.
Oct. 15-Warriors 0, UM-D 0 (2ot)
The Warriors finished the
Oct. 21-Warriors 4, UM-M 1
Oct. 22-Warriors 2, NSU 0
season with an 8-0-1 record in
Next games
the NSIC and a 12-3-2 record
Friday-Sunday at the conference
overall, and will share the conpost-season tournament in Marshall,
ference title with the University
Minn. (at Southwest State).
of Minnesota-Duluth, which
_Streak statistics
■ The Warriors have gone 20-0-1 in
also finished the conference
their last 21 Northern Sun
season 8-0-1.
Intercollegiate Conference games.
The Warriors and Bulldogs
■ Over those 21 conference games,
battled to a 0-0 double overtime
WSU is 8-0-1 at home, 9-0 on the
road and 3-0 in games played at
tie Oct. 15.
neutral sites.
WSU earned the top seed by
■ Heading into the 2000 NSIC postwinning the conference
season tournament, the Warriors
tiebreaker of goal differential.
have outscored conference foes
UM-D, which is ranked as
105-6 over the last 21 games.
■ WSU hasn't allowed more than
the No. 1 team in the latest
one goal in a conference game since
National Soccer Coaches
the 1998 season.
Association of America central
regional poll, will be the No. 2
seed in the conference tournament.
WSU will play No. 8 seed UM-Crookston, which the Warriors
defeated 6-0 Oct. 7, Friday in an opening round game. The
Bulldogs open up against No. 7 seed Minnesota State University,
Moorhead.
On - Sunday, The Warriors, who are ranked as the No. 6 team in
the NSCAA central regional poll, used a penalty kick goal kick
from Liz Narten in the first half, while Narten assisted on Beth
Bell's goal in the 61st minute.
Crystal Pearson stopped 13 shots in goal for the Warriors, who
recorded their seventh shutout of the conference season and eighth
overall.
Emily Herbst faced 20 shots in goal for the Wolves (3-5-1 NSIC,
9-7-1 overall) and made 18 saves.
The Warriors finished the game with a 23-13 shots-on-goal
advantage.
Against UM-Morris, Susan Peterson, Minelle LaPolice,
Rebecca Kjeldsen and Narten tallied goals as WSU rolled to a win.
Peterson and La Police scored their goals within a minute of
each other in the first half. Peterson scored an unassisted goal in the
21st minute, while LaPolice added a goal off a Stacey Jacobs assist
in the 22nd minute.
Narten added another score off a Kelly Simpson assist eight
minutes later as WSU built a 3-0 lead.
The Cougars' Jenny Richmond cut that advantage to two in the
38th minute as she slid a shot past Pearson.
Kjeldsen scored the final goal of the game in the 49th minute.
Pearson made eight saves in goal for the Warriors, while Katie
Riba made five saves for UM-Morris.
WSU finished with a 14-13 shots-on-goal advantage in the
game.
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Back from the brink
WSU uses a fourth quarter rally to edge C-SP

The Streak

- impious
-

Mike Kaebisch
WINONAN

In a game that could be best categorized as a must win for both teams,
the Winona State University football
team rallied from a 13-point fourth
quarter deficit, and edged ConcordiaSt. Paul 24-23 Saturday at Maxwell
Field.
The win allowed the Warriors (5-1
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference, 6-2 overall) to reclaim,
sole possession of first-place atop the
conference standings.
Coming into Saturday, WSU had
been in a four-way tie for the NSIC
top spot with C-SP, Northern State
University and Bemidji State
University.
However, with their victory over
the Golden Bears, coupled with
losses by Northern State and Bemidji
State, the Warriors are now in the
driver's seat in the conference title
race, with a one-game lead over the
rest of the NSIC teams, with only
two conference games remaining.
"We knew going into the game
that both Northern and Bemidji had
lost," said Warriors coach Tom
Sawyer. "We knew what was on the
line and our young kids just stepped
up."
Freshman running back Kevin
Curtin was the most notable of

WSU's young players to step up.
Curtin, who had a school record
100-yard kickoff return for a touchdown, finished the game with 313
total yards.
"It was pretty well set up," said
Curtin of his record return. "My
blockers sealed the entire outside for
me and I just needed to go up the
sideline.
"As a team we take a lot of pride
in special teams, and when our special teams are rolling everything gets
rolling."
All but 82 of Curtin's 313 yards
came via special teams as he collected 150 yards on three kickoff returns
and added 81 yards on three punt
returns.
"He is just a, talented player, and
he did a great job - especially on
special teams," said C-SP coach
Shannon Currier, whose team fell to
4-2 in the NSIC and 6-2 overall.
Curtin also finished with a teamhigh 69 yards rushing.
Quarterback Andy Nett finished
with 201 yards on 15 of 27 passing
and a pair of touchdowns (one rushing and one passing) for WSU. Both
of Nett's scores came in the fourth
quarter.
"We just made a couple of plays
(in the fourth quarter) and things just
started happening," said Nett.
See Comeback, Page 11

Photos by Jenny Butler/WINONAN

Top: Winona State University receiver
Jeff Dobbertin (dark jersey) cuts to avoid
Concordia-St. Paul defensive backs Willie
Finley (84) and Anthony Jackson
Saturday at Maxwell Field.
Above: WSU receiver Adam Lilla (dark
jersey) comes down with the ball over
Golden Bears defensive back Anthony
Jackson in the fourth quarter Saturday.

Spirited Warriors role past Wayne State
'Chris Yarolimek
WINONAN

Brian Hanson/WINONAN

Winona State University sophomore Tracey Willard
bumps the ball during Saturday's conference match with
Wayne State College at McCown Gymnasium.

Having played a competitive match
against the third-place team in the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference
on Friday, the Winona State University
volleyball team again came ready to play
on Saturday when fourth-place Wayne
State (Neb.) College came to town.
And thanks to a 15-5, 16-14, 15-13
Warriors' sweep, the Wildcats left
McCown Gymnasium with only their
fourth conference loss of the season.
"It was awesome," said Fisher. "We
played very well after the tough game last
night so I give them a lot of credit.
(Wayne State) didn't have too many
errors so we earned it."
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Winona Scoreboard
Volleyball

Football

WSU 24, C SP 23
-

Soccer

WSU 2, NSU 0
WSU 4, UM M 1
-

•

WSU 3, WSC 0
SSU 3, WSU 1
UW-L 3, WSU 2

,

The Wildcats (8-4 NSIC, 13-14 overall) came out flat in game one and the
Warriors made them pay for their lackluster start.
WSU scored eight of the first 10 points
of the match, as the Warriors were in the
driver's seat. Tracey Willard served an
ace to end the first game and cap off a 60 run.
"(WSU) played great," said Wayne
State coach Sharon Vanis. "They out-hustled and out-worked us. We would let a
point go and think we'd get the next one,
but you can't win like that."
The Wildcats made a run to start -off
the second game and went ahead 5-1
before WSU responded. Willard was
called upon to get the Warriors back in the
game, and she did just that.

Cross Country
WSU women, 4th

The game went down to the wire with
the Warriors (3-8, 4-20) breaking a 14-14
tie with two straight points to capture a
1,6-14 win.
The win came much to the displeasure
of coach Vanis, who thought the final
point was a blown call.
"I thought the ball was in," said Vanis
of WSC's final kill that was called out.
"But referees don't lose games for you. It
adds to the frustration of the game and it
got me fired up, but it was a judgement
call. It wa§, no one's fault."
The Wildcats got a 4-1 lead in the third
game and answered every WSU comeback effort, with a point of their own until
the score reached 9-6.
See Upset, Page 10

17N14

"The violations were significant, widespread and intentional,
more than that, their nature - academic fraud - undermined
the bedrock foundation of a university and the operation of
its intercollegiate athletics program."

WSU men, 6th

-

The NCAA on the violations committed at the University of Minnesota.

WINONAN
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The Winona State University volleyball team may have dropped
a 9-15, 17-15, 15-13, 15-10 Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference loss to Southwest State University Friday at McCown
Gymnasium.
But Warriors coach Amy Fisher was still pleased with her teams'
effort.
"From what I saw (Friday) the kids were disappointed to lose,
but they played well," said Fisher. "We didn't beat ourselves, the
Mustangs beat us."
Lisa Schlaak led the Warriors with 21 digs and 18 kills, while
Kristina Altepeter contributed 15 digs and 10 kills.
"We just couldn't stop Schlaak," said SSU coach Deb Denbeck.
"She just had a great night."
Tracey Willard added 11 kills and six digs for WSU, while Britta
Hofmann had 13 kills and Jennifer Jepsen managed 12 digs.
Senior setter Melissa Steinbring also performed well for the
Warriors as she contributed eight digs and six kills to go along with
a game-high 55 assists.
"We just had a couple of errors that hurt us tonight," said Fisher.
"We have given up runs to teams all season and that has been the
difference in our matches."
The Mustangs used a 6-0 run to take an early lead in Game 2,
while rolling out a 10-0 run in the final game.
"We served more aggressively down the stretch," said Denbeck.
"It,was great to get a win on the road, this was a good win for us."
Sarah Rittenhouse had 28 assists and 11 digs to lead SSU, while
Tessa Heiss added eight digs and seven kills.
Brenda Hopkins added 14 digs for the Mustangs, while Erica
Yingling had 13 kills and Marissa Murdon dished out 15 assists.

Ir

This week's NSIC schedule
Saturday
Wayne State at UM-Duluth (noon)
Winona State at Northern State (1:30 pin)
UM-Morris at Bemidji State (1:30 p.m.)
Cli,nicordia St Paul at 1_11\4-,Crookston (1:30 p.m.)
MSU Moorhead Southvvest State :( 130 p.m.)
-

Conference Over-all
L W L
, Moorhead 9 1 20 3
15 5
14 9
Wayne State
3
11 11
5
12 12
Northern State
r
Concordia-St. Paul 4
9
10
Bemidji State
6
6
15
Winona State
8
4
20
I
UM-Morris
9
20
UM-Crookston
0
18
10
Regional rankings
Football
NCAA Division 11 —Central regional poll
(reicased Oct. 24)
Northwest Missoun
2 Nebraska-Omaha
3 North Dakota St'dt.
4 North Dakota
5 Pittsburgh State
6 South Dakota
7 Missouri Western
8 Augustana
9 Truman State
10 WINONA STATE

Soccer
NSCAA
Central regional poll
(released Oct. 23)
1 UM DULUTH
2 Northern Kentucky
3 Minnesotan State University. Mankato
4 Truman State
5 Northern Colorado
6 WINONA STATE
7 S1U-Edwardsville
8 Central Missouri State
9 WAYNE STATE
10 Nebraska-Omaha
-

15-1-1
14-1-2
15-2-1)
12-3-0
13-4-0
12-3-2
12-3-3
10-4-0
16-3-0
14-5-0

Volleyball
AVC ►
Central regional poll (released Oct. 11)
17-1
1 Augustana College (SD)
I 7- I
2 Nebraska-Omaha
17-3
3 South Dakota State
17 3
4 North Dakota State University
15-5
5 Northern Colorado
14 4
6 UM DULUTH
26-1
7 Rockhurst (Mo.)
18-3
8 MSU, MOORIfEAD
12•8
9 SOUTHWEST STATE
12- 11
10 (tie) North Dakota
12-7
10 (tie) Morningside College (Iowa)

Brian Hanson/WiNoNAN

Winona State University's Tracey Willard elevates to kill
the ball during Wednesday's nonconference match with
the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.

Upset

Continued from Page 9

Willard then knocked down
two kills to slow WSC's
momentum and erase the
Wildcats' lead. Lisa Schlaak,
who finished with 14 kills,
saved her best for the final
point, as she found a hole in
the Wildcats defense and
smashed a spike past the WSC
defense.
Schlaak's kill iced the WSU
15-13 win, and gave the
Warriors the three-game
sweep.
With the win Fisher said the
Warriors proved their 3-7
NSIC record didn't mean they
were the seventh worst team in
the conference.
"This is huge for us. We
served tough and passed
well," said Fisher, who credits
setter Melissa Steinbring's
performance as a big key to
the win.
The accurate passing of
Steinbring made it possible for
hitters like Britta Hofmann,
Kristina Altepeter, Willard and

1 29 W. 3 n:1 St

Schlaak to rack up 63 kills as a
team.
"We have to improve on
every aspect of our game, but
right-side defense was a problem point," said Vanis. "We
seem to play down to our
opponents on the road. "We
didn't struggle with (WSU) at
our place, but we did here"
Willard's 19 kills and 16
digs led the Warriors in the
upset, while Steinbring had 51
assists and 15 digs.
Schlaak recorded 14 kills
and Hofmann added 11.
Lindsey Koch tallied a
match-high 20 kills for WSC
and Jessie Erwin help the
cause with 12. Kasey Meyer
finished the match with 44
assists.
The Warriors are back in
NSIC action at 7 p.m. Friday
at Minnesota State University,
Moorhead and at 5:30 p.m.
Saturday at the University of
Minnesota-Crookston.

-

-

,
tact
sports editor Mike
Kaebisch at
457-5520.
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SSU battles past
Warriors for 3-1 win

NSIC standings
(Through Sunday's games)
Football
Conference Overall
L
‘1,1
L
5
1
Winona State
6
2
Concordia-St. Paul 4
2
6
1
Betnidji State
4
6
UM-Duluth
4
6
2
.1.
UM-Crookston 4
3
Northern State 4
5
3
Southwest State 2
4
2
6
MSU, Moorhead 2
4
3
5
Wayne State
1
1
7
UM-Morris
0
6
0
8

Soccer
Conference Overall
WLIWLT
UM-Duluth
S 0 1 15 1 1
Winona State
8 0 1
12 3 2
Wayne State
7 2 0 17 3 0
SotithWest State
•8. 1.
5 3 1
Morris
4 0 8 10.• 0
Northern State
.3 5 1
9. •.7 1.
MSU, Nloorhead 2 5 2
1. 0 2
UM-Crookston
27
15 0
4 .9 . 2.
Bemidji State
07
Concordia-St. Paul
0 7 2
11. 2
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Wolves fall victim to UM-C rally
Wildcats 35, Mustangs 24

Associated Press

WAYNE, Neb. - Elroy Brown ran for 83
yards and three touchdowns and passed for 68
yards and a score as Wayne State College
defeated Southwest State University.
Brown ran for a 10-yard and two 12-yard
touchdowns and hit Tavaris Johnson with a 68
yard scoring pass. Johnson had 306 all-purpose yards including an 84-yard kickoff return
for a touchdown.
The Wildcats (1-5, 1-7) trailed 14-7 at halftime.
Mustangs (2-4, 21 6) quarterback Tyler
Engquist completed 21 of 41 passes for 238
yards and two touchdowns. Engquist hit Don
Jennings with a 24-yard pass and a 13-yard
pass. Jennings ran for 142 yards.

CROOKSTON, Minn. - Two touchdowns
with just over a minute remaining in the game
lifted the University of Minnesota-Crookston
over Northern State University 25-21 Saturday
in a Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference
game.
Billings Frazier, who rushed for 115 yards
and two touchdowns, started the Golden
Eagles rally with an 80-yard carry to make the
score 21-19.
Neil Austin then recovered a Northern State
fumble and ran it 32 yards to win the game for
UM-Crookston (4-2 NSIC, 5-3 overall) with
18 seconds left.
Shane Carter rushed for 188 yards and two
touchdowns for the Wolves (4-2, 5-3).

Dragons 28, Cougars 0

Bulldogs 38, Beavers 19

MORRIS, Minn. - Brad Duerr passed for
a touchdown and rushed for another as
Minnesota State University, Moorhead beat
the University of Minnesota-Morris.
Justin Ellevold rushed for 77 of the
Dragons' 239 yards rushing while UM-Morris
(0-6, 0-8) was held to 62 yards on the ground.
Chad Davison led MSU, Moorhead (1-5, 26) with 48 yards on 4 receptions but Morris'
Damien Hoffman had a game-high 88 yards
on 9 receptions.
Nick Wiese completed 16 of 38 passes for
146 yards but was unable to score.

DULUTH, Minn. - Tailback Erik Conner
rushed for a school-record 236 yards as the
University of Minnesota-Duluth beat Bemidji
State.
Conner, who scored his two touchdowns on
80 and 76-yard runs, broke the previous record
of 235 yards set by Ted McKnight on Oct. 16,
1976.
Steve. Battaglia had his ninth and tenth
touchdowns for the Bulldogs (4-2, 6-2).
Eddie Acosta led Bemidji State (4-2, 6-2)
with 88 yards rushing and two touchdowns.

Anderson breaks scoring record
Associated Press
MINNEAPOLIS - About
the time Minnesota's Gary
Anderson let go his dream of
becoming the NFL's career
scoring leader in front of
friends and family at the
Metrodome, his teammates
revived it for him.
The Vikings, who trailed
by 11 points early in the
fourth quarter Sunday, needed
an extra point for the lead and
a 21-yard field goal from
Anderson for security in a 3127 victory over the Buffalo
Bills.
That gave Anderson 11
points for the game, enough to
break George Blanda's record
2,002 points by two.
"It couldn't have happened
in a more special way," said
Anderson. "To get a chance to
kick a field goal that way in
front of the home crowd, in
that kind of a setting, I couldn't have asked for a better
script myself."
The Vikings went for a 2-

point conversion pass to Moe
Williams as they pulled to 2421 following an 11-yard
touchdown pass to Cris
Carter. And when the Vikings
fell behind 27-21 in the fourth
quarter, Anderson doubted
they would call on him again.
He was nearly right.
But Anderson's extra point
following Randy Moss' 39yard touchdown catch gave
the Vikings a 28-27 lead. His
21-yard field broke the
record.
"I wish every kid in
America could experience
what I've felt the last few
years," said Anderson, a
native of South Africa. "I
don't think any of the others
rank with this one, just the
way that it happened.
"It's the culmination of a
lot of guys who have helped
me score 2,004 points. I'm the
beneficiary of a lot of guys."
Anderson also kicked a 38yard field goal in the first
quarter and a 20-yarder on the
final play of the first half.

Dillon runs past Payton
into record books

CINCINNATI - An
incredulous Corey Dillon
dropped to his knees, drove
his facemask into the ground
and prayed while jubilant
teammates dumped containers
of water on his back.
The icy shower and the
NFL record were both quite a
jolt.
Dillon ran for an NFLrecord 278 yards Sunday and
broke two long touchdown
runs in the closing minutes
that secured the Cincinnati
Bengals' first win, 31-21 over
the Denver Broncos.
He didn't realize he'd
topped Walter Payton's single-game mark until he
reached the sideline and the
record was flashed on the
scoreboard and announced to
the crowd.
"I'm- still in shock," said
Dillon, who also topped Jim
Brown's rookie record in
1997. "I still don't believe it.
See Records, Page 12

Jenny Butler/WINONAN

Winona State University Freshman kicker Steve Opgenorth attempts a field goal, as
receiver Jeff Dobbertin (22) holds the ball, during Saturday's Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference game with Concordia-St. Paul at Maxwell Field. Opgenorth
made 1 of 3 field goal attempts in the game to give him 10 made field goals this
season, which is a new WSU single-season record.

Nett's first touchdown, a 1-yard run, capped
off a 7-play, 84-yard Warriors' drive, while his
second score came on a 18-yard pass to receiver Adam Lilla, which knotted the game at 23all.
Freshman kicker Steve Opgenorth, who had
established a new school record for field goals
in a season with a 21-yard kick in the second
quarter, then added the extra point to give WSU
its first lead of the game.
Opgenorth has kicked 10 field goals so far
this season.
"I am really happy with our staff," said
Sawyer. "We stuck with our game plan and didn't panic. We stayed away from the home run,
and just stayed with the game plan."
That game plan included keeping Golden
Bears quarterback Mike Allen in check.
"That was the key to the whole game," said
Sawyer. "Our, front four did a great job of containing him."
Allen, who came in averaging 242 yards of
total offense per game, was held to just 106
total yards (79 passing and 27 rushing).
Allen was also intercepted three times by a
relentless WSU defense.
"We thought that we could do some damage
passing the ball," said Currier. "Allen just didn't have one of his best nights, you have to
hand it to Winona."
Freshman running back Chris Washington
paced C-SP with 23 carries for 161 yards. But
Washington was limited to just 100 yards on 22
carries, after gaining 61 yards on his first rushing attempt.
"WSU has a great defense," said Currier.
"We just didn't block well enough for
Washington."
Jake Tietje finished with 15 tackles and an
interception to lead the Warriors' defense,
while Davin Thompson, Nick Jaeger and Mike

Madsen each added six tackles.
Jon Bussewitz contributed a pair of sacks,
while Derek Chance and Ty Breitlow each
added one sack.
Travis Welch and Jaeger also intercepted
passes for WSU.
"Our defense was huge tonight," said Nett.
The Warriors are back in action when they
travel to Aberdeen, S.D., to take on defending
conference champions Northern State at 1:30
p.m. Saturday.
"It was a great game (Saturday)," said
Sawyer. "But we will need to have another
great game again next week."

Warriors 24, Golden Bears 23
First quarter
C-SP--Mike Allen 8 run (David Gottschalk kick),
11:02
WSU-Kevin Curtin 100 kickoff return (Steve
Opgenorth kick). 10:43
Second quarter
C-SP-Tony Jackson 22 fumble return (Joel Arnold
kick). 9:07
WSU-Opgenorth 21 FG, 7:10
C-SP-Reed Tietz 0 blocked punt return (Arnold
kick). 4: l 3
Third quarter
C-SP-Arnold 30 FG, 9:43
Fourth quarter
WSU-Andy Nett 1 run (Opgenorth kick), 13:19
WSU-Adam Lilla 18 pass from Andy Nett
(Opgenorth kick), 10:17.
Individual stastics
RUSHING: Concordia-St. Paul-Washington 23-161,
Allen 12-27, Team 1-(-2); Winona State-Curtin 15-69,
Jepsen 7-49,Walch 8-23, Nett 8-(-41).
PASSING: Concordia-St. Paul-Allen 14-29-3-79;
Winona State-Nett 15-27-2-201, Curtin 1-0-0-0.
RECEIVING: Concordia-St. Paul-Mapson 5-43,
Washington 3-(-2), Tiscareno 2-9, Johnson 1-10, LeMay
1-9, Rohne 1-6, Palacio 1-4; Winona State-Lilla 4-71,
Dobbertin 4-46, Curtin 3-13, Jepsen 2-6, Braatz 1-40,
Vazquez 1-25.
MISSED FIELD GOALS: Concorida-St. Paul-none;
Winona State-Opgenorth 2 (32, 40).
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The will of regular men Eagles outlast
Warriors 3-2

ing fans. But these things do no exist in Peyton Manning injuring himself on
intramural football. Our game was so punt coverage.
laid back that the referee was eating a
Although there is not contract incensub sandwich in the first half. But no one tives or full scholarships, there is the
on the field seemed to care that the fan- motivating power of pride. The men of
fare was missing, because announcers the intramural football league play their
and fans are not what intramural football hearts out every week in hopes of being
is all about. able to grasp the coveted bragging rights
Intramural's are there to give regular held in high regard in the circle of league
people
a chance to shine on the field of players.
Off the bench
play. The regular armchair quarterback
All different levels of talent come
has a chance to actually throw the ball to together on one field to strive for victoar from the excitement of the a real receiver and not just the couch on ry. From the speed-challenged player
Winona State Warriors last minute the other side of the living room, the also known as the all-time QB, to the
victory against Concordia on receiver gets to run an out pattern that is college football starter better known as
Saturday was a football game that got longer than their front yard and a defen- the ringer, to the former football star
less attention but had just as much inten- sive lineman gets the chance to rush the who the Ruth Babies like to call Crazy
sity. I am talking about the last game of quarterback without having to count to Carl.
the season for the Ruth Babies, First ten banana, or in my case ten `bana.'
Whatever the talent, you are welcome
Richard's intramural football team.
Intramural football is a chance for the on the intramural field of play. Because
This was only an intramural game, regular person to pretend they are stars at the end of the day it didn't matter who
but you wouldn't have known it by level by dominating the competition. They had the most tackles or touchdowns or
of intensity displayed by these jersey- dazzle the opponent with moves perfect- who had the longest throw or catch. It
less warriors. Still visible was the sight ed by someone else and emulated by doesn't matter what the statistics say; no
of sweat from an exhausted quarterback them.
one was keeping track anyway. What
and blood from a fearless lineman. Still
Intramural football also gives people matters is, for a short while, we came
audible was the sound of grunts from a a chance to play whatever position they together to test the will of regular men.
blitzing linebacker and gasps from a want. Our quarterback not only played
Mark McPherson is a sports columreceiver just back from a fly pattern.
both sides of the ball, but he also hurt his nist for the Winonan and can be reached
The only thing missing was the stadi- knee on punt coverage. I can almost
via e-mail at markemcpherson@hoturn announcer and about 1,000 scream- guarantee you that you will never see mail.com .
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WSU takes fourth, sixth at conference meet
ABERDEEN, S.D. — Paced by
Samantha.Runde's ninth-place finish, the
Winona State University women's cross
country team placed fourth out of eight
teams at the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference championships Saturday.
Michael Pendleton's 26th place finish
led the WSU men's team to a sixth-place
finish out of six teams.
The University of Minnesota-Duluth
claimed both the women's and men's
championships.
Led by Tammy Stang's time of 23
minutes, 3 seconds over the 5,000-meter
course, the Bulldogs had five runners
place in the top-10.

Bill Revering, who covered the 8,000- Guenther in 30th (26:09), JuLee Burt in
meter course in 26:24,1ed eight top-10 32nd (26:17), Julie Cousins in 33rd
UM-D finishes. (26:19), Sheri Licht in 34th (26:22),
Revering was followed by teammates Sarah Givot in 36th (26:26), Tabatha
Nic Matack (26:35), Brett Carroll Breyer in 38th (26:38), Sara Ededhoefer
(26:38) and Ben Kimmes (26:38). in 40th (26:57), Sara Beier in 42nd
Concordia-St. Paul and Northern State (27:10) and Cheyenne Ferguson in 47th
University rounded out the top three (27:48).
teams on the women's side, while Wayne
Following Pendelton's finish for the
State (Neb.) College and NSU capped the WSU men's team was Eric Uddin
top three men's teams.
in 41st (30:59), Tim Noel in 42nd
Runde finished the race in 24:51 to (31:17), Jed Ranzenberger in 45th
lead the WSU women. Kelli Nims fol- (32:55), Jason Fleege in 48th (33:05),
lowed in 17th place (25:31), while Betsy Billy Hessian in 49th (33:33), Josh
Peterson was 22nd (25:44). Ciolkosz in 50th (35:21) and Nick
Other WSU finisher's included: jill Lobejko in 51st (35:30).

Making a grand entrance

NEWS FROM AROUND THE CONFERENCE

Narten shares NSIC honors

Jenny Butler/WINoNAN

Winona State University mascot Wahzoo leads the Warriors onto Maxwell Field Saturday night.

Records
From how I was running, I
didn't see that I had that many
yards. I was just out there trying to get 4 yards."
Dillon's scoring runs of 65
and 41 yards in the final five
minutes put him ahead of
Payton, who had 275 yards
against Minnesota on Nov.
20, 1977.
The breakaway runs also
put the final stiff-arm on the
biggest rushing game by an
NFL team in 50 years. The
Bengals (1-6) completed only
two passes — none after the
first quarter — but set a team
record by rushing for 407.
It was the fifth-highest
rushing total in league history
and the most since the New
York Giants churned out 423
against Baltimore in 1950.
Akili Smith and Scott
Mitchell were a combined 2-

Continued from Page 11
of-9 for 32 yards, tying the
team record for fewest cornpletions.
"Their defense was overpursuing in some cases and
they gave me the opportunity
to cut it back," said Dillon. "I
just tried to make a big play
and ended up with 278."
Dillon already was in the
NFL record book for his 246yard effort three years ago,
which broke Brown's 40year-old rookie record. His
name now tops lists featuring
Brown, Payton and O.J.
Simpson.
"They did their thing. I'm
not even in their league right
now," said Dillon. "I'm just
out here hopefully when all is
said and done trying to get
into the Hall of Fame and join
them."

An energized crowd filled McCown Gymnasium Oct. 19 as the
Winona State University volleyball team engaged in a tough nonconference match against the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.
Although the Warriors had numerous opportunities to beat the
Eagles, they fell short in an exciting five game contest, 1-15, 15-1,
6-15, 18-16, 15-10.
Winona was in complete control of the first game as they
recorded nine straight points to open the contest. The Eagles were
able to gain only one point before the Warriors' closed out the
game with a run of six points.
But after a sound victory in the Game 1, the Warriors had the
tables turned on them in the second game. UW-La Crosse scored
twelve consecutive points before Winona was able to put one on
the board. The Eagles then finished the game for a convincing victory.
"Our team has been really sparatic this year," said UW-L coach
Shelia Perkins. "But that is to be expected since we have a young
team."
Game 3 found the Warriors dominating again as they beat the
Eagles with a great display of digs and kills.
Lisa Schlaak and Tracey Willard tallied 18 kills a piece for
WSU. The Warriors compiled 62 kills in the match compared to the
Eagles' 53.
Willard registered 18 digs for Winona, which totaled 73. UW-L
only managed to put 49 digs on the board.
The fourth game of the match was an intense nail-biter. Led by
various coaches of other WSU athletics and the men's intramural
volleyball club, the wound-up crowd started the wave to try and
tally the Warriors to victory. Winona just needed one point to win
the match, but could not get past the Eagles as a rally-point fifth
game to decide the winner.
"We played a lot better tonight," said WSU coach Amy Fisher.
"We had two opportunities in Game 4 but could not capitalize on
them. We have made some changes in the line-up and it appeared
to be really effective."
Game 5 was a back and forth battle until the Eagles went on a
run of four points to close out the match with a victory.
"We were consistent tonight," said Perkins. "Our juniors and
seniors are becoming accustomed to winning."
Leah Rausch led the Eagles with 13 kills and 14 digs. Megan
Eklund added 49 assists for UW-La Crosse.
"Tracey Willard, Melissa Steinbring and Kristina Altepeter were
all consistent tonight," commented Fisher.
Steinbring accumulated 53 assists, while also adding 15,
Altepeter had 11 kills and nine digs for the Warriors.

coo V7sEeo6opo 2,12

MINNEAPOLIS — For the
second consecutive week, a
player from the Winona State
University soccer team has
been named Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
Player of the Week.
WSU sophomore forward
Liz Narten shares the honor
with the University of
Minnesota-Duluth forward
Cathy Wallace this week, while
the Warriors Susan Peterson
shared the award with
Concordia-St. Paul's Lisa
Harfield last week.
Narten earned the honor by
scoring a pair of goals and
assisting on another as the
Warriors' swept a pair of conference games last weekend.
Her goals helped WSU seal
the No. 1 seed for the NSIC
post-season tournament, which
begins Friday in Marshall,
Minn.
Wallace scored a pair of
game-winning goals to pace the
Bulldogs to wins over
Southwest State University and
Wayne State College.
Wallace finished the regular
season with 12 goals, which is
ninth on the UM-D all-time
scoring list. Wallace also fin-

Conner, Johnson,
Austin gain honors
MOORHEAD, Minn. —
University of MinnesotaDuluth running back Eric
Conner and Wayne State wide
receiver Tavaris Johnson share
the latest NSIC offensive player
of the week honors, while
University of MinnesotaCrookston free safety Neil
Austin was named the conference defensive player of the
week.
Conner, a 5-foot-7, 205pound senior, set a new bulldogs single-game rushing
record with 236 yards and a pair
of touchdowns in UM-D's 3819 win over Bemidji State.
Conner also caught one pass in
the game for 26 yards.
Johnson, a 6-foot-1, 196pound junior, caught 10 passes
for 207 yards and a touchdown,
while returning two kickoff
returns for 93 yards, including a
84-yard return for a score.
Austin, a 5-foot-11, 210pound junior had 21 tackles,
including four solo stops, in the
Golden Eagles 25-21 win over
Northern State. Austin also
recovered a pair of fumbles,

NEW GROCERY STORE DOWNTOWN!
Serving Winona since 1972,
Bluff Country Co-Op is moving three blocks west to a
Newer and Larger Location
at 121 W. Second Street

OPENING DAY - FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
8:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Come in and check out our expanded line
of Goceries, Frozen Foods, Locally Produced Vegetables, Grains and Meats.
Great Choices for Vegetarian, Vegan and Special Diets
Perfect Study Foods, Snacks and Camping Foods in Bulk,
Fine Health and Body Care Products and Nutritional Supplements,
Large Line of Organically Grown Foods
OPFNING . WEEKEND
Live Music!
Free Prizes!
Free Samples!

Co u ntry ‘771
Co-oy

EXPANDED HOURS
Mon.- Wed. - 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Thrus. & Fri. - 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday - 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sunday - 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(507) 452-1815
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Guys Night Out fills
fraternal appetite
Back to the blueprint of
the man. So tell me people,
how has the whole relationship thing been going?
Ladies, have your men succeeded in totally confusing
you? I will not apologize;
you knew what you were
getting into at the start, and
I am not responsible for lost
or damaged items.
Today's question hails from
the dawn of time. Eve asks,
"Why does Adam need to have
that silly Guys Night Out
thing?" Good question, Eve —
what was Adam doing on these
outings — by himself?
Guys Night Out is one of my
favorite issues because it has
been around since the first
Friday night, and I know it will
last longer than the presidential
debates. Buh dum bum! But
seriously folks, why does the
man need to escape the clutches
of his prison-like relationship
only-to sit with other dim-witted, out-of-shape men who can
communicate only with each
other by grunting and pointing
at what they want? Why
couldn't the guys simply bring
along their women and socialize like civilized people?
Now a little more than half
of you are saying, "Yeah, why
not?!?" And a little less than
half of you are trying to pick
yourselves up off of the floor
from laughter. Bring the ladies
out on Guys Night? I think this
is a good time for a solid
metaphor here.
I now will open with a chapter from the book of Sean for
this quick pre-metaphoric story.
Picture this: Sicily, 1924, the
battle between three brothers —
Alex, Sean and Mark — has
once again surfaced. That's correct, the backyard football
season has started, and the tackling McPherson brothers take to
the lawn. Night after night we
follow the ritual. Good aggressive full contact football turns
sour every night because of a
bad tackle, bruised face or
something along those lines.
But night after night, we keep

AVI, CINERSON

going out onto the field.
Now to the metaphor: It's
like an appetite for us guys. We
must feed the beast. No matter
how old we get, we still have
this appetite for fraternal interaction. The most important part
about this appetite is that it
NEVER GOES AWAY. I'm not
kidding here ladies. We always
will try to find a way at any
point in our lives to bond with
and only with "the guys."
The average man usually can
satisfy this appetite once aweek, give or take a day. It is
important to understand your
man cannot fight this urge. If he
were dying of hunger and went
in search of meat, it would only
anger him if you tried to give
him a salad.
There is one more important
thing to mention before I can
finish with the metaphor. The
guy is a fragile creature, regardless of what he might show on
the outside. The scariest thing
for him is a new relationship. A
natural reaction to this feeling
of suffocation is to seek a quick
out now and then.
This out is not a bad thing.
The man can use it to take a
breath and feed the hunger. He
will return to the relationship
stronger and healthier with a
full meal in his stomach. And as
time goes on and the commitment level increases in the man,
his appetite for meat will
subside. He always will have
the need, but with time comes
control. Just be patient.
This column is a series
people. And if you want to write
me with your questions
L;oncerning either side of the
relationship, e-mail me at
caesarmcpherson@hotmail.com .

Jennifer Selby — Managing editor
(507) 457-5119
Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu

check it

In a continuing effort to meet
your information and entertainment needs, the editorial board
members and advertising
managers will provide readers
with local attractions, events,
places and information sources to
explore.

This week:
Best place in

Winona to study
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■ LISA SANDERS, photo editor I

like Perkins
because for $1 you can drink all the
coffee you could possibly consume to
keep you up as long as you need to
study. Around finals and midterms
enough people study there to create a
good studying atmosphere.

■ JENNIFER SELBY, managing

editor The tables outside the
Smaug so I can be outside
without being distracted by the
passers-by in the courtyard.

■ LAUREN OSBORNE, feature
editor. In my room because it's

the only place free of campus
traffic and noise.
■ MIKE KAEBISCH, sports editor

■ BILL RADDE, news editor Blue

Winona Public Library

Heron because it's a quiet,
friendly atmosphere.

■ ANIKA SELVAAG, assistant adver-

■ MISSY TEFF, online editor The

library because it's very bright.

tising manager Baldwin Lounge

because it is quiet, not too
bright and has comfy chairs.

School pride starts with professors
This campus recently has
undergone many efforts to
increase school spirit. Such .
efforts as Purple Fridays,
Wahzoo's bleacher creatures and
banners hung from all every light
post on campus have been
implemented to give students a
greater sense of school spirit.
I deem these activities superficial expressions of school spirit. They are used
not just for students, but for the campus image.
They are usesl to make the campus
attractive for potential incoming students, to
increase attendance at sporting events and to keep
the money flowing from alumni.
While these are valiant causes, a greater effort
must be made to enhance the school spirit within
the present student body. Internal efforts need be
initiated to accomplish the feeling of campuswide spirit. Students, administration and faculty
need to work together to eliminate the obstacles
and barriers that keep this campus apart.
A huge barrier that greatly hinders a student's
ability to have and express school pride is various
faculty members' attitudes. I think a great deal of
students' attitudes toward the university are a
reflection of faculty attitudes.
There are classes at this university I eagerly
look forward to — not because of the content of
the class but the attitude of the professor.
Numerous professors have taught a class in such
a way that I was very content to be attending their
class. I didn't wish to be somewhere else; I was
happy right where I was. The professor's

occasional humor and reverence
for my views made me feel
respected in the classroom.
These classes are few and far
between, because I can count
those number of classes on my
left hand. I have encountered a
great deal of professors who I
believe to be just passing time.
They are unmotivated to participate in class discussion and have even less
respect for students in general.
I can understand a professor's discontent with
a minority of the students here who are completely disrespectful and unmotivated to participate in
their class. But what about the larger majority of
the students who all are willing to learn anything
you teach them? Let the burnouts waste their
tuition money.
I bring this up because a large number of my
professors have become extremely agitated by
this minority and have had their ability to teach
the class hindered. They become so consumed by
this small band of idiots that they shut down and
get moody. I say, "Just ignore the morons, and
concentrate on the students who matter — the
ones willing to learn."
I encourage WSU students to write in their
favorite traits or characteristics of their favorite
professors or their classes. Let's spend a little
time to praise those professors whom we all wish
every one else could have and give the others a
clue as to what they are missing.
Bill Radde can be reached via campus e-mail
at wradde0163 or by phone at 457-2425.
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Letters to the editor
on the subject are
encouraged.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Don't take your
freedom for granted
Dear Editor,
As the November elections
have been drawing closer,
we've all been bombarded by
politics, politicians and the
political process in general. For
some people this is a very exciting time, but voter turnout 'statistics show it isn't for most of
us who fall into the 18- to 24year-old range. As a result of
this, issues important to young
people are seldom addressed in
political campaigns, which you
saw if you watched the presidential debates: Medicare?
Social security? I think we need
to challenge this practice. As
educated adults who are preparing to be the future leaders and
decision-makers in America,
our voices need to rise and be
heard. The way to start making
noise is to vote. And vote educated. Show the candidates that

we care about society and have
ideas and issues that could
make a difference.
Last Wednesday, I traveled
with a group of 10 Winona State
students to La Crosse to hear
presidential candidate Gov.
George W. Bush speak. It was
an incredibly exhilarating experience for all of us. As the
Governor enthusiastically
addressed the 4,500 of us gathered in the room almost nauseatingly red, white and blue, my
patriotism swelled and I felt the
enormous power of the people.
As Bush's hand clasped around
my own, I realized the true
beauty of a democracy where I,
a common citizen, can share a
personal moment with my
leaders — and give my input on
who those leaders will be.
It doesn't matter if you're a
Democrat, a Republican or
think Ralph Nader has the
answers for our future. My
challenge • to you is to take

advantage of a system that
allows us that choice. Many
people have given their lives to
secure that freedom for us.
Vote. Even if you don't agree
with what I've said, the way to
change things is to vote. Let's
show the politicians, and the
rest of the nation, that we are
responsible, we value our freedom and rights and we, the
future, are a force to be recognized.
Amanda Leonhardt
Junior/Mass communication-public relations

Seppanen a good
leader, mentor
Dear Editor,
Linda Seppanen, a fellow
member of the Minnesota
Board of Nursing, has been a
mentor to me for the six years I
have known her. Linda's style
of leadership is effective and

Wondering where you can vote, who the candidates are
and what they stand for?
See next week's issue of the Winonan for full election coverage.
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reliable. If the board needs a
person to ask that precise
question; offer a solution; that is
always reasonable, or volunteer
to serve on a committee; Linda
says yes.
She chaired the Advanced
Practice Registered Nurse
Committee and currently chairs
the Program Approval Review
Task Force. Linda has been
involved nationally as well. She
served as Area II Director for
the National Council of State
Boards of Nursing and on their
Nursing Practice and Education
Committee.
Plus as a WSU professor, she
understands students and higher
education issues. Linda's election to House Seat 32A on
November 7th will bring innovation, honesty, integrity and
focused leadership.
Susan Hennessy, LPN
Member Minnesota Board
of Nursing

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these
columns. The opinions expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be
directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received. by the Friday preceding our Wednesday
publication dates and include your full name, major, year in school and telephone
number to be published. Letters from faculty members must include full name, title
or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include
full name and phone number.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu with "letter
to editor" as the subject line. They can also be faxed to 453-5317 or delivered to
the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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THROUGH THE SHUTTER
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Pumpkin
pAztGs and tot &I Lisa, W. `;antlers

Pumpkin carving is an age old tradition. Whether sitting on
a front step, or the main event for a party, a well carved
pumpkin is impressive. A large spoon, thin-bladed knife and
newspaper are the essential items to get started on the
project. 1 — With the knife, cut out the top of the pumpkin
around the stem. The hole should be large enough to scoop
out the guts (seeds and stringy membrane) by hand or with
the spoon. While cutting a round circle out, cutting a five or
six sided opening will work the best. While cutting out the
top hole, angle the knife so that the lid and hole will be somewhat cone shaped. This will help prevent the lid from falling
into the hole. 2 — Use the spoon to scrape the insides clean.
Save the seeds, they make great treats. Inspect the surface
of the pumpkin to decide the best side to carve upon.
3 — Using a marker or crayon and draw a face onto the
surface of the pumpkin. Cut through the lines or visualize
the final product and use the knife to carefully cut out the
individual parts of the face. 4 — Make sure that the bottom
of the pumpkin is scraped flat, so that a candle will sit level
inside the pumpkin.
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